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Unit 1 

Introduction  

System Analysis: 

  It is the process of investigating the problem and requirement rather than 

solution in order to define system’s goals, purpose and operation. For e.g. if new 

ATM system is desired, analysis focus on: how it will be used? What are its 

functions? 

System Design: 

 It is the process of defining the architecture, modules, data, interface for the 

system to satisfy requirement.  It emphasize on conceptual solution that fulfill 

the requirements rather than implementation. Ultimately design can be 

implemented and the implementation produce the complete realized design.  

 

What is OOAD (Object Oriented Analysis and Design)? 

  Object Oriented Analysis and Design is an approach used in the analysis and 

design of an application or system through the use of the object oriented 

paradigm including visual modeling.  

 Object oriented analysis emphasis on finding and describing the object or 

concept in the problem domain. In the case of library management system some 

concept includes Student, Book, Librarian etc. It is define as the structured 

process of investigation of objects. The most important purpose of OO analysis 

is to identify the object of the system that is going to be designed. This is also 

done for existing system. After identifying the objects their relationship are 

identified and finally the design are produced. As it recognizes the data as an 

integral part of system, the class (combination of data and function) is consider 

as building block.  

 Object oriented design (object design) emphasize on defining the software 

objects and how they are collaborate or interact to fulfill the requirement. For 

e.g. in case of library management system Student object may have student id 

as attribute and getBook method. 
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operation 

 

Figure: Visualization of domain concept 

 

 

Class:  

  Class is a classification of object which encapsulates the data and associated 

behavior. It gives the blue print or description of the object that can be created 

from it. Creation of the object as a class member is called instantiation. 

Encapsulation is the process of hiding the information and such information of 

class can be extracted through the service of the class. A class consists of: 

 A set of attribute for the object that are to be instantiated from class. 

Attributes are often refer as class data 

 A set of operation that reflect the behavior of object of class. Operation is 

also refer as function or method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Library Management system 

Student_id: int 
 
 
 

getBook(): void 
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Object: 

 An object is something that exist with the problem domain and can be identifies 

by data or behavior. Object can be modeled as a need of application. It may have 

a physical existence like a customer, car etc or conceptual existence like project, 

process. Each object have its own identity which distinguish it from other object, 

state which determines the characteristics properties or values of properties 

that the object hold and behavior which represents the activities performed 

when its state is changed. 

 

Rectangle 

-Length:int 
-breadth:int 

 

+ set(int l, int b): void 
+calculateArea():int 

 

Fig: example of class 

Relationship Among classes 

 It represent how classes in the system are related to each other. 

Three kinds of relationship are: 

 Association 

 Aggregation 

 Generalization 

 Association: An association is a relationship between the classes that 

indicate some meaningful message. It is the link which is used to connect 

one class with other class. It shows how one UML class is relates to 

another class. It is denoted by a straight line connecting two classes. 
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Fig: Example of association 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Airplane 

name: String 
type: String 

 

Passenger 

Name: string 
Id:int 

GetSeat() 
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Types of Association: 

1. Directed Association:  it refers to the directional relationship used to 

relate the classes and represented by an arrow head. It indicate control 

flow from one classifier to other. For e.g. 

 
 

      
 

2. Reflexive Association:  it is an association from a class to itself. Here a 

class is associated to itself. It is an association between instances of same 

class. 
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3. Multiplicity:  it is a logical association which depict cardinality of 

relationship between the classes. It defines how many instance of a one 

class can be associated with one instance of a class B. For e.g. a store may 

have zero to more store items. A library may have zero or more books. 
Optional 0….1 

Zero or more 0…….* 

Specified A number or range of number is 
used(1 or 2,3,….100) 

Exactly one  1 or left blank  

 

 

 

 Aggregation:  It shows how classes that are collection are 

composed of another classes. It refers to formation of a class as a 

result of different other class being aggregated. In UML we use 

diamond shape next to the class which indicate whole part. It is 

also known as whole part relation.   

 

 
 

Composite Aggregation: 

    It is a strong form of association in which if composite (whole) 

part is deleted then all of its composite parts are deleted. It depict 

a relation where child class cannot exist independent of the 

parent. Example office (parent) and department (child). If office is 

closed down department cannot exist independently. It is 

denoted by filled diamond next to the parent class which 

represents whole part relation. 
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             Fig: example of composite association 

 

 Generalization: It is a process of extracting common information 

from two or more classes and combining them into generalized 

super class. It is known as “Is_A” relationship. Sub class inherit the 

data and behavior of super class including its extra information. 

In UML it is represented as triangle arrowhead which is point to 

superclass from the subclass. The attribute and operation 

associated with higher level classes are also associated with the 

subclass. All the member of subclass must be member of 

superclass set which is known as ‘is_a’ rule. 100% of super class 

definition must be applicable to the subclass i.e. subclass must 

conform to the 100% of superclass which is known as 100% rule. 

e.g.  

    

 

 

 Fig: example of generalization 
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UML (Unified Modeling Language): 

 A Unified Modeling Language is a visual or graphical language for specifying, 

constructing and documenting the artifact of the system that are going to be 

developed. Artifact means specification of the information produced by the 

software development process or by the operation of the system. It is the de-

facto standard of diagramming notation for drawing or presenting the picture 

related to software. For e.g. in class diagram class is represented as rectangle 

box. It is the pictorial language used to represent software’s blue print. Some of 

the UML diagram are: 

 Class Diagram: use to show the classes in the system and the 

association between these classes. It is also used for constructing 

executable code of software application. 

 Use case diagram: shows the interaction between system and 

user. 

 State diagram: use to show how object respond to different 

service request and transition of state due to request 

 Sequence diagram: shows the flow of information between the 

software object and invocation of method. 

 Activity diagram: use to show flow of information from one 

activity to another. 

 Component diagram: used to describe the component of system 

that makes the functionality of the system. 

 Deployment diagram: shows the physical relation between 

hardware and software of the system. 

 

Unified Process (UP): 

  It is a popular iterative and incremental software development framework.  In 

this process development team works more closely with customer, partner to 

ensure that the process is continuously updated and improved to reflect recent 

experiences and proven best practice. Team productivity is increased by 

providing each team member easy access to knowledge base like guideline, 

tools, templets etc which ensures that team members share the common 

language, process and view of how to develop software. It divides each 

development process into four phase that each involve business modeling, 

analysis, design, implementation testing and deployment. 
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Phases of Unified Process:   

 The software life cycle is divided into cycle, each cycle working on a new 

generation of the product. This process divide one cycle into four phases and 

each phases include well-define milestone. 

1. Inception Phase: 

In this phase business cases are identified and established for the system 

which includes success criteria, risk assessment, estimates of the 

resource needed, preparation of development environment, analysis of 

critical non- functional requirements, what function to include and what 

to exclude and phase plan showing dates of milestone. All the external 

entities with which system interact are identify and nature of interaction 

are define on high level. Preliminary project schedule and cost estimates 

are prepared and the decision regarding whether to buy the product or 

to build the product are made. Inception is not a requirement phase 

rather it is a feasibility phase where enough investigation is done to 

support a decision to continue or stop. The milestone in this phase is a 

“lifecycle objective”. The indication that project has reached this 

milestone includes: 

 The major stake holder agrees on the scope of the proposed 

system. 

 If a set of critical high level requirements are addressed by business 

scope. 

 The business case of the project is strong enough to continue the 

development. 

Most requirements analysis are done in elaboration phase so the 

inception phase should be relatively short for most project such as one 

or few week long. This process also define what process to use and 

what tools to use. 

 How much UML during Inception: 

   The purpose of inception phase is to collect just enough information to 

establish a common vision, decide if moving forward is feasible or not. So 

beyond simple use case diagram, not much diagram is warranted. But only 10% 

of uses case are only analyzed deeply. 
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2. Elaboration Phase:  

 In this process the problem domain is analyzed, sound architectural structure 

are established, project plan are developed, high risk elements of the project are 

eliminated. Architectural design have to be made with the understanding of 

system’s scope, major functionality, non- functional requirement like 

performance requirement, accuracy, speed of operation etc. This phase involves 

refinement of vision, iterative implementation of the core architecture, 

resolution of high risk, identification of more requirement and scope. It is the 

initial series of iteration during which the team does the serious investigation, 

implements (program and test) the core architecture and tackle the high risk 

issues. Early work may include implementing scenarios that are deemed 

important but are not technically risky. Here prototype is not created rather 

code and design are consider as portion of the final system. Executable 

architectural prototype is built in one or more iteration which means a 

production subset of the final system.  

 

The major milestone associated with the elaboration phase is “Lifecycle 

Architecture”. The indication that the project have reached this milestone 

include: 

 Most of the functional requirement has been capture in use case model. 

 The architecture baseline is small. 

 Project team has initial project plan that describe how the construction 

phase will proceed and if business case has received green signal. 

 

3. Construction Phase:  

This phase is consider as the largest phase in the project which is 

concerned with the system design, programming and testing. The main 

goal is to build the system capable of operating successfully in beta 

customer environment. The project team perform the task that involves 

building the system iteratively and incrementally making sure that the 

system is always evident in executable form. All the component and 

application feature are developed and integrated into the product and 

are thoroughly tested.  On completion of this phase we have a working 

software system. 
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 The major milestone associated with this phase is “Initial Operational 

Capability” which indicates whether the project is ready to be deployed 

in beta test environment. The indication that the project have reached 

this milestone include: 

 If a set of beta customers has a more or less fully operational 

system in their hands. 

 If the product release is stable and mature enough to be 

deployed. 

 If actual resource expenditure vs standard resource expenditure 

is acceptable 

4. Transition Phase: 

It is the final phase of the process and its purpose is to transit the final 

software product to customer environment. The project team focuses on 

correcting the defect and modifying the system to correct previously 

unidentified problem. It also includes system conversion and user 

training. Feedback received from the initial release includes further 

refinement to be incorporated. 

  The major milestone associated with the transition phase is “product 

release” which indicates whether the objectives are met or not and start 

plan for new development. The indication that the project have reached 

this milestone include: 

 If the users are satisfied 

 If actual resource expenditure vs standard resource expenditure is 

still acceptable 

Why to use Unified Process (UP): 

1. Support iterative and incremental development: 

It means that it will not try to complete the project in one go. The 

elaboration, construction and transition phases are divided into series of 

time box iteration and the outcome of each is tested, integrated and 

executed. Each iteration includes its own requirement analysis, design, 

and implementation and testing activities. Each iteration results in an 

increment, which is the release of the system that contains added or 

improved functionality.  

2. Manage Requirement: 

It is a systematic approach to eliciting, organizing, communicating and 

managing the change requirement of a software system. The benefit of 
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this process is that this helps to better control of complex project, 

improve customer satisfaction and software quality by reducing the cost 

and delay. It also improve team communication. 

3. Use case driven:  

Unified Process is also use case driven which helps to identify who uses 

the system and what they need to do with the system. Use cases are used 

to ensure that the evolving design is relevant to what the user required. 

The interaction between the user and system helps to identify what 

function must be needed to fulfill the user needs, what functionality 

should system incorporate. 

4. Architecture centric: 

In software development process having iterative and incremental 

approach one group may be working on part of implementation where 

another group may be working on part of the design. To ensure that all 

the various parts fit together there needs to be something. That 

something is architecture in which the functionality and user interface of 

system are hung. Unified Process acknowledge architecture centric which 

describe what should be the part of architecture and how its structure 

are developed. Unified process prescribes the successive refinement of 

the executable architecture, therefore ensure that the architecture 

remain relevant.  

5. Control change to software: 

   The ability to manage change is making certain that each change is 

acceptable, and being able to track changes is essential in an environment 

in which change is inevitable. 

6. Continuously verify software quality: 

Quality should be reviewed with respect to the requirement based on 

reliability, functionality, system performance. Unified process assist in 

the planning, design, implementation, execution and evaluation of these 

test.  

 

 

Unified Process Disciplines: 
  It refers to the set of activities in one particular area, such as activities 

within requirement analysis. In UP, artifact is the general term for any 

work product such as code, web graphics, database schema, diagram, 
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model etc.   Within this discipline a UP describe work activities such as 

writing use case. Some of the discipline are 

 Business Modeling: the domain model artifact, to visualize 

concepts in the application domain 

 Requirement: The use case model and supplementary specification 

to capture functional and non-functional requirements. The 

primary product of this model is use case model. 

 Design: concern with design of software objects. The detailed 

design will be implemented in the next discipline. 

 Implementation: refers to programming and building the system, 

not deploying it. It represent coding of the design in an appropriate 

programming language and compilation, packaging and 

documentation of the software. 

 

 

 

Fig: relationship between UP phases and discipline 

Relationship between discipline and UP phases: 

 As illustrated in above figure during first iteration work goes on in most 

or all discipline but relative effort across these disciplines changes over 

time. Relating to the UP phases the relative effort of discipline are 

changes with respect to phase. For e.g. in elaboration, the iteration tend 

to have a relatively high level of requirements and design work and some 

implementation as well. 
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Use Cases: 

  Uses cases are the text stories of some actor using a system which is 

widely used to discover and record requirement that should be fulfilled 

by the system. It is a collection of related success and failure scenarios 

that describe an actor using a system to support a goal. It is made up of a 

set of possible sequence of interaction between the system and actor in 

a particular environment. The use case should contains all the system 

activities that have significance to the user. 

 Actor is something with behavior such as person, computer system or 

organization that use the service of the system or provide the service to 

the system. It specifies a role played by a user or any other system that 

interact with the subject. Actor are roles played not only by people, but 

by organizations, software and machines. 

 

Types of Actor: 

 Primary Actor:  the primary actor of the use case is the stake 

holder that call on the system to deliver one of its service. It has 

user goals fulfilled through using the service of the system under 

design. It uses the service of the system to fulfill the goal. They are 

the actor who mostly trigger the use case. For e.g. while using 

library management software librarian is the primary actor.  

 Supporting Actor: a type of actors that the system needs 

assistance from other supporting system to fulfill the primary 

actor’s goal. It provide a service. It is identify to clarify external 

interface and protocol. For e.g. in ATM system automatic account 

authorization service is a supporting actor.  

 Offstage actor: Such type of actor which has an interest in the 

behavior of the use case but is not primary or secondary.  For e.g. 

a government tax officer. 

Use Case Format 

Three common formats are used: 

1. Brief:  one paragraph summary is used which usually consist of the main 

success scenario.  It is done during an early requirements analysis and 

should take only a couple of minutes. For e.g.  

For point of sale application: 
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 A customer arrives at a checkout with items to purchase. The cashier 

uses the application to record each purchase and payment information. 

The system presents the total sale amount and line item information. The 

system validates the payment method and print a receipt. 

2. Causal:  multiple paragraph are used that consists of various scenarios. In 

is informal paragraph format. For eg: 

Handle return by point of sale application: 

 Main Success scenario: 

   A customer arrive in store to return item. Cashier uses the POS system 

to record each item returned and payment information. System show the 

amount of goods and cashier return the amount. 

Alternate Scenario: 

 If the item identifier is not found in the system, it generate the error and 

notify the cashier and suggest manual entry of identifier code.  

3. Fully dressed: 

All the steps and variation are written in detail and also includes 

supporting sections. In UP requirement analysis 10% of the critical use 

case are written this way during first requirement workshop. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Templet of fully dressed process:    

 

Use Case Section Comment 

Use Case Name Start with verb 

Scope The system under design 

Level “user-goal” or “sub function” 

Primary Actor Call the system to deliver its 
service 

Stakeholders and interests Who care about this use case, 
and what do they want 

Precondition What must be true on start 
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Success Guarantee (post 
condition)  

What must be true on 
successful completion 

Main success scenario A basic flow of scenario 

Extension (alternate flow) Alternate scenario of success or 
failure 

Special requirement Related to non-functional 
requirement 

Technology and data variation 
list 

Varying data I/O method and 
data formats 

Frequency of occurrence Influence investigation, testing 
and timing of implementation 

Miscellaneous  Such as open issue 

 

  

Example: For point of sale application 

 

Use Case UC1: Process Sale  

Scope: Next point of sale application 

Level: user goal 

Primary Actor: cashier 

Stake holder and interest: 

 Cashier: wants accurate, fast entry and no payment error 

 Salesperson: want accurate record of commission 

 Customer: want fast service with minimal effort 

 Company: want accurate record of every transaction. Wants some 

fault tolerance and data backup. 

 Manager: want to perform override operation 

 Tax agency: want to collect tax from every sales. 

              Pre-condition: cashier is identified and authenticated. 

              Success Guarantee: sale is saved. Inventory are updated. Tax and bill 

are Calculated. Commissions are saved. 

             Main success scenario: 

1. Customer arrives at store and select goods. 

2. Cashier starts a new sale 

3. Cashier enters the item code. 
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4. System records the line item and present the information of item 

5. System present the total with tax calculated 

6. Cashier tell the customer the total and ask for payment 

7. Customer pays and system handle the payment 

8. System presents the receipt 

Extension (alternative flow): 

1. At any time system fails: system provides the back up and cashier 

restart the system. Cashier request recovery of prior state. System 

reconstruct the prior state. 

2. 3a) Invalid item id found: system detect error and reject the entry. 

Cashier respond to error and enter manually. System displays item 

and price. 

3. 6a)Customer tells cashier to cancel the sale: cashier cancel sales on 

system.  

4. 5a)System detect failure in tax calculation: system respond error to 

the cashier and cashier may calculate the tax manually or cancel the 

sale. 

Special requirement:  

 Touch screen UI on a large flat panel monitor.  

 Tax calculation should respond in less than 3 second 

 Language internationalization on the text displayed 

 Receipt calculation in less than a minute. 

         Technology and data variation list: 

 Item identifier enter by bar code 

 Credit account information entered by credit card reader. 

Frequency of Occurrence: could be nearly continuous. 
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How to find the use cases: 

 Choose the system boundary 

 Identify the primary actor 

 Identify the goal for each primary actor 

 Define the use case that satisfy the user goal. 

 Use Case Diagram: 

Use case diagram is a type of behavioral diagram which is used to show the set 

of action that a system should perform in respect to one or more actor. It is the 

visual representation of how the one or more actor interact with the system. It 

shows the relationship between the user and use cases in which the user is 

involved. The use cases are represented by circle or eclipse in use case diagram: 

Relationship in use case diagram (Relating use case): 
1. Association between the user and use case: 

It shows the connection between actor and system. It shows 

which actor will interact with system. It is represented by a 

solid line. In use case diagram actor must me associated with 

at least one use case and can be associated with multiple use 

case also. 

2. Extend relation : 

The function of the base use case is extended by optional use 

case. It add more functionality to the system. It is denoted by 

<<extend>> on arrow head pointing from child use case to base 

use case. The extend use case is usually optional and can be 

triggered conditionally. 
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 Fig: example of extend relation 

3. Include relation: 

The function of base use case includes a mandatory 

child use case called include use case. It shows the 

behavior of the included use case is a part of including 

(base) use case. This is used to reuse the common 

action across multiple use case and also to simplify the 

complex behavior. It is denoted by writing <<include>> 

and arrow head pointing from base use case to child 

use case. 
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 Fig: example of include relation 

 

 

 

Fig: example of include relation 

4. Generalization: 

The behavior of the ancestor is inherited by the descendent. 

The child use case is inherits by all the properties of base use 

case and also can includes its own feature. Base use case is 

abstract use case. It shows either or relationship. 
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      Fig: example of generalization relation. 
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Fig: example use case diagram 

 

Note: example of writing use cases and use case diagram are done in class. See 

your class notes for use case diagram questions. 
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Unit 2 

Elaboration 

Domain model: 

  A domain is a collection of related concepts, relationship and workflow. 

 Domain model is the visual representation of conceptual class, real-situation 

objects in a domain. It is a representation of real-situation conceptual class not 

a software object. It does not mean a set of diagrams describing software classes 

or software object with responsibilities.  

 In Unified Process (UP) domain model is define as one of the artifact that may 

be created in the business modeling discipline which focus on explaining the 

things and products important to a business domain. 

 In UML notation a domain model is illustrated with a set of class diagram in 

which no operation (method) are defined. It provides a conceptual perspective. 

It shows: 

 Domain object or conceptual classes. 

 Association between conceptual classes. 

 Attributes of conceptual classes 

As it is the visual representation of the concepts or things in real situation, the 

following elements are not suitable in domain model: 

 Software artifact, such as database, code, window etc. 

 Responsibilities or method. 

 

Sale 

dateTime 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SaleDatabase 
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Avoid this as it contains software object 

 

Sale 

Date 
time 

Print() 

Avoid this as it contains method signature 

 

Conceptual class: 

  Conceptual class is an idea, thing or object or abstraction of concept from 

problem real world domain. For e.g. sale, register, Item etc.  It is a class of 

idea or things which are view from real world situation not from software 

artifact. Conceptual class can be considered in terms of its symbol, 

intension and extension. 

 Symbol:  words or image representing a conceptual class  

 Intension: the definition of conceptual class. For e.g. sale 

represent the event of purchase transaction. 

 Extension: the set of examples to which the conceptual class 

applies. For e.g. the extension of sale is all the example of sale or 

the set of all the instance of sale in the universe like sale-1, sales-

2, sales-3. 

 

Symbol  

 

 

 

It is valid to have attribute less conceptual classes or which have a purely 

behavioral role rather than an informational role.  

 

 

 

 

Sale 

Date 
time 
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How to create a Domain Model: 

 The steps that are used to create domain model are as follows: 

1. Find the conceptual classes 

2. Draw them as classes in a UML class diagram without operation(method) 

3. Add association and attributes 

 

1. Find the conceptual classes: 

Three strategies are used to find conceptual classes: 

 Reuse or modify existing model 

 Use category list 

 Identify noun phrases 

Identifying conceptual classes by using category list: 

  Following table contains many common categories for choosing a conceptual 

class with an emphasis on business information system need.  

Categories Example 

Business transaction : which 
involves money 

Sale, Payment, Reservation 

Transaction line item SalesLineItem 
Product or service related to 
transaction or line item 

Item, flight, seat, book 

Where is the transaction recorded Register, ledger, FlightManifest, Shelf 

Role of people or organization 
related to the transaction or actor 

Cashier, Librarian, Customer, Store, 
Passenger, airline 

Place of transaction or place of 
service 

Store, Library, Airport, seat 

Physical object : mostly used when 
creating device-control software, or 
simulation 

Item,Register,Board,Airline,Book 

Description of things ProductDescription, BookDescription, 
FlightDescription 

Catalog ProductCatalog, FlightCatalog 

Container of things Store, shelf, Board, Airplane 
Other collaborating system creditAuthorizationSystem, 

AirTrafficControll 
Financial instrument Cash, Check, TicketCredit 
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Schedules, manual or document 
that are always preferred in order 
to perform work 

DailyPriceChangeList, RepairSchedule 

 

Table 1: Guideline for finding conceptual class using category list. 

 

Finding conceptual classes using noun phrase identification 

Identify the noun and noun phrases in textual description of domain and 

consider them as candidate conceptual classes or attributes. Sources for 

the noun phrases can be found on use cases or from other document or 

from expert. For this analysis fully dressed use case are an excellent 

description. 

 

Drawback:  different noun phrase may represent the same conceptual 

class or attribute, among other ambiguities. So, it is recommended to 

use in combination with the category list. 

 

             Main success scenario: 

9. Customer arrives at store and select goods. 

10. Cashier starts a new sale 

11. Cashier enters the item code. 

12. System records the sales line item and present the information of item 

description, price and total. 

13. System present the total with tax calculated 

14. Cashier tell the customer the total and ask for payment 

15. Customer pays and system handle the payment 

16. System presents the receipt. 

Example of finding conceptual class of Point of Sale Domain (POS). 

  Since POS system is a business information system let’s start with category 

list including noun phrase: 

 

 Sale: business transaction 

 Item: Product or service related to transaction or line item and                   

physical object. 
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 SalesLineItem: transaction line item 

 CashPayment: business transaction and financial instrument 

 Store: container and place of service 

 Register: where the transaction are recorded and physical object 

 Ledger: where the transaction are recorded and physical object 

 Cashier: actor 

 Customer: Actor 

 ProductDescription: description of things 

 ProductCatalog: catalog 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Why Description class? 

  It is such class which contains information that describes something else or 

provide information about other class. For e.g. a ProductDescription that record 

the price, text description of an Item. A ProductDescription does not represents 

an Item, it represents the description of information about item. 

 

Considering from conceptual view: 

  In above example an Item instance represents a physical item in a store so it 

have a serial number, item id, price, description which are not recorded in 

Sale Item SalesLineIte

m 

CashPayment Store Register 

Ledger Cashier Customer 

ProductDescr

iption 

ProductCatal

og 
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anywhere else. If implemented in domain model it have a duplicate information 

because the description, item id, price are duplicated for each item instance for 

the same product.  To solve such problem we need a description class 

(ProductDescription class in our example) which record the information about 

another class (Item in our case). A ProductDescription does not represents an 

Item, it represents the description of information about item. Particular Item 

may have serial number which represents physical instance but 

ProductDescription wouldn’t have a serial number. 

 

Considering from software perspective: 

  Even if all inventoried items are sold and their corresponding Item software 

instance are deleted, the ProductDescription still remains. 

 

                               worse 

 

 

ProductDescription 

Description 
Price 
ItemId 

 

A common mistake in finding conceptual class: 

 Attribute vs classes: 

The common mistake when creating a domain model is to represent 

something as an attribute when it should have been a conceptual class. 

The following rule of thumb is used to help prevent this mistake. 

Item 

Description 
Price 
Serial number 
ItemID 

Item 

Serial number 
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 If we do not think of some conceptual class X as a number or text 

in the real world, X is probably a conceptual class, not an 

attribute. 

 If it takes some space then it is likely to be conceptual class. 

 For e.g. store is not an attribute of sale because store occupies 

physical space or it is a separate entity. 

 For e.g. for airplane, destination is not an attribute because it 

contains some areas.  Therefore, Airplane should be concept. 

 

 

   worse 

 

     

   

correct 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 Worse 

 

2. Add association and attribute: 

 

Association:  

 An association is a relationship between classes (instance of those 

classes) that indicates some meaningful connection. In UML, association 

are defined as “the semantic relationship between two or more classifiers 

Sale 

store 

Sale 

 

Store 

phoneNumber 

Flight 

destination 

Flight 

 

Airport 

name 
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that involve connection among their instance”. An association is 

represented as a straight line between the classes with a capitalized 

association name. For e.g. 

 

 Record-current 

 

 

            The end of an association may contain a multiplicity expression indicating 

the numerical relationship between instances of a classes. In UML association is 

named based on “ClassName-VerbPhrase-Classname” format, where the verb 

phrase creates a sequence that is readable and meaningful. Association name 

should starts with a capital letter. Two format are used commonly e.g. Record-

current or RecordsCurrent. Each end of associations is called role. Role may 

optionally have multiplicity expression, name and navigability.  

Multiplicity:  

  It defines how many instance of one class can be associated with one instance 

of another class. The multiplicity value communicates how many instances can 

be validly associated with other instance at particular moment rather than over 

a span of time. For e.g. one instance of store can be associated with many 

instance of item instances.          

 

 

  Fig. example of multiplicity association 

Some symbol used are: 

Register Sale 
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 * = zero or more 

 1…* = one or more 

 1…20 = one to 20 

 5 = exactly 5 

 3, 5, 10 = exactly 3, 5, 10 

 

 

Multiple Association:  

   It is such type of association in which the meaning of relationship differ from 

one instance of class to another class. It is such type of association which 

indicate different relationship between one instances of class to another 

instance of class. For e.g. flight Flies-to Airport and Flight Flies-from Airport 

indicate different relationship. 

 

 Flies-to 

 Flies-from 

 

 

When to show association? 

            Association are shown if a relationship between the classes needs to be 

preserved for some duration or if we need some memory of a relationship 

between the objects. It could be millisecond or year, depending on context.  

For example: between SalesLineItem and Sale instance we need to show 

association otherwise it would not be possible to reconstruct sale, print or 

calculate a sale total. 

As we see from conceptual perspective in domain model these statement about 

need to remember refer to a need in real situation of world not a software need. 

For example: we need to record complete Sales in a Ledger, for accounting and 

legal purpose. 

The following association should be included in a domain model: 

Flight Airport 
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 Association for which relationship needs to be preserved for some 

duration (“need-to-remember” association). 

 Association derived from the Common Association List. 

   

 

 

Finding Association with a Common Association List: 

 Following table contains common categories that need to be considered when 

forming association, especially for business information system.  

 

 

Category Example 

A is a transaction related to another 
transaction B 

CashPayment-Sale 
 

A is a line item of a transaction B SalesLineItem-Sale 

A is a product or service for a 
transaction (or line item) B 

Item-SalesLineItem( sale) 

A is a role related to a transaction B Cashier-Payment 
Passenger-Ticket 

A is a physical or logical part of B Drawer-Register 
Shelf-books 
Seat-airline 

A is a description for B ProductDescription-Item 
FlightDescription-Flight 

A is physically or logically contained in B Register-Store, Item-shelf 
Passenger-Airplane 

A is a member of B Cashier-Store 
Librarian-Library 
Pilot-Aircraft 

A is an organization subunit of B Department-Store 
 

A uses or manages or owns B Cashier-Register 
Pilot-Airplane 
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Example of Association in the Domain Model: 

 

 

 Fig: example of association in domain model 

The above figure shows a set of conceptual classes and association for POS 

domain model. The association are derived from the “need to remember” 

criteria and the Common Association List. 

 Transaction related to another transaction: Sale Paid-by CashPayment. 

 Line items of a transaction: Sale Contains SalesLineItem. 

 Product for a transaction: SalesLineItem Records-sale-of Item. 

 A is description of B: ProductDescription Describes Item 

 A uses or manage B: Cashier Works-on Register 
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Attributes: 

 An attribute is a logical data value of an object. It is necessary to identify 

those attributes of conceptual classes that are needed to satisfy the 

information requirements of the current scenarios. In UML notation, 

attributes are shown in the second compartment of the class box. Their types 

and other information may optionally be shown. 

The full syntax for an attribute in the UML is: 

Visibility name: type multiplicity: default{property-string} 

 

Visibility:  

  It defines whether or not attributes or operation of specific classes can be 

seen and used by other classes. It can be public, private, protected, package. 

Visibility Types Description 

Private Only classes in the same container 
can see and use the classes. It is 
represented by ‘-’ literal. 

Public It is visible to all the element that can 
access the content of the class that 
own it. It is represented by ‘+’ 
symbol. 

Protected It is visible to the element that have 
generalization relationship to the 
class that owns it. It is represented 
by ‘#’ symbol. 

Package Only classes within the same 
package can see and uses the class. 
it is denoted by ‘~’ symbol. 
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Visibility = private                          default value                             optional-value 

 

Here multiplicity is used to indicate the optional presence of a value.  

 

Derived Attributes: 

  Such attribute whose value is computed or produce from other attributes of 

other class or whose value is produce from other information. It is represented 

by ‘/’ symbol in UML. For e.g. the total attribute in the Sale can be calculated 

from the information in the SalesLineItem. The quantity that is entered by the 

cashier may be recorded as an attribute of the SalesLineItem but the quantity 

can be calculated from multiplicity value of Item. So it is characterize as 

derived attribute. 

 

0…1                                                  1…* 

  

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sale 

-dateTime:Date 
-/total:Money 

Math 

+pi=3.14{readonly} 

Person 

Firstname 
middleName:[0..1] 
lastName 

Item 

 

SalesLineItem 

/quantity 

Derived attribute from 

the multiplicity value 
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Finding Suitable Attribute Types: 

 The attribute in a domain model should preferably be primitive data 

type such as integer, String, date, Boolean.  

 The attribute should not normally be a complex domain concept. Such 

complex concept is suitable to show with association than attribute. For 

e.g. the currentRegister attribute in the Cashier class in following figure 

is not suitable because its type is meant to be Register which is not 

primitive data type like integer or String. So the useful way to express 

this relation is by association not with attribute. 

 

     

 

                  worse 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Defining new data type classes: 

 Define new data type class that initially represents number or string if 

1. It is composed of separate section: phone number, name of person, 

itemId, address 

 

ProductDescription 

 

 

 

Cashier 

Name 
currentRegister: 
Register 

Cashier  

name 

Register 

number 

ItemID 

Id 
manufacturerCode 
countryCode 
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Store 

 

 

 

Or, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. It has other attribute: promotional price could have a start date and end 

date. 

3. It is a quantity with a unit: payment amount has a unit of currency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product 
Description 

itemId: ItemId 

Address 

Street 1 
Street 2 
cityName 

Store 

 address:Address 
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Example: Attributes in the Domain Model 

 

 

 

Above figure shows the conceptual classes, their association and attributes. 

Attributes are derived from the rules mention above: 

Payment: amount= to determine sufficient payment was made or not 

ProductDescription: description – to show the description of item 

                                      itemId- to look up an item description. 

                                       Price – to calculate the sales total and to show line item  

                                                      Price 
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Sale: date: to show date in receipt 

          Time: to show time in receipt 

SalesLineItem: quantity: to record the quantity record 

Store: address, name = the receipt require the name and address of the store.           

 

Note: example of domain model are done in class. Prefer your class note for 

example. 
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Domain Model Refinement 

 

A domain model describe a class of related application in real situation. As a 

particular application is read or understood, the particular domain model should 

be refined (specialized and instantiated) to reflect its specific character. 

Generalization: 

  Generalization is the activity of identifying commonality among concepts and 

defining superclass (general concept) and subclass (specialized concept) 

relationship. It is a process of extracting common information from two or more 

classes and combining them into generalized super class. Sub class inherit the 

data and behavior of super class including its extra information. For e.g. the 

concepts CashPayment, CreditPayment, and CheckPayment are all very similar. 

So, it can be combine with super class Payment which represents more general 

concept. 

Payment 

 

 

 

Cash Payment 

 

 

 

Fig: generalization or class hierarchy 

Super class Payment on the above figure represents transaction of transferring 

money for a purchase from one party to another. So all the payment have 

amount transferred. The CreditPayment subclass is a transfer of money via a 

credit institution which needs to be authorized which is its own character but 

transfer of money is similar to the superclass. 

 

Cheque 
Payment 

Credit 
Payment 
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Conceptual subclass definition and set conformance: 

  When a class hierarchy is created, statement about super classes that apply to 

subclass are made.  

 

Pays for 

 

 

 

 

 

Cash 
Payment 

   

Credit 
Payment 

 

 

All the payment subclass must conform to having an amount and paying for a 

Sale. This rule of conformance to a superclass definition is the 100% rule. 100% 

of a superclass’s definition should be applicable to the subclass and the subclass 

must conform to 100% of the superclass.  

 

A conceptual subclass should be a member of the superclass set. For e.g. 

CreditPayment should be a member of the set of Payments. All the member of 

the subclass set must be a member of their superclass. This is called Is-A rule.  

The good sub classes are one which conform to 100% rule and IS_A rule (set 

membership rule). 

 

When to partition Conceptual class into subclasses: 

  Create a conceptual subclass of a superclass when: 

Payment 

 Amount:Money 

Sale 

Cheque 
payment 
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Subclass Example 

The subclass has additional attribute 
Of interest 

Library-Book 

The subclass has additional 
association of interest 

Payment-CreditPayment 
It is associated with credit card. 

The subclass concept is operated 
upon, handled, reacted to or 
manipulated differently than the 
superclass or other subclass. 

Payment-CreditPayment 
Because CreditPayment is handled 
differently than other payment such 
as it should be authorize before 
payment 

The subclass concept represents an 
animated thing (for example animal, 
robot) that behave differently that 
the superclass or other subclass 

 MarketResearch –MaleHuman 
Subclass of Human behaves 
differently than Female Human with 
respect to shopping habits. 

 

Table: example of subclass partition 

Defining conceptual Super Class: 

 Create a superclass in a generalization relationship to subclasses when: 

 The potential subclasses represents variation of a similar concept 

 The subclass will conform to the 100% and IS_a rules. 

 All the subclasses have same attribute that can be factored out and 

expressed in the superclass. 

 All the subclasses have the same association that can be factored out 

and related to the superclass. 
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Create a class hierarchy according to the needs and situation. Do not add more 

hierarchy in domain model that create complexity or which are not beneficial. 

 

 

Abstract Conceptual Classes: 
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 If every member of a class C must also be a member of a subclass, then class C 

is called an abstract conceptual class. In UML, it is represented by writing class 

name with italic font or using the {abstract} keyword next to the class name. 

 

 

 

Figure “b” indicates that a Payement’s instance must be in subclasses 

CashPayment, CreditPayment, ChequePayment. It means that any instance of 

abstract class (in our e.g. Payment) must be an instance of some known subclass 

(in our e.g. CashPayment, CreditPayment, ChequePayment). 

 

Figure “a” indicates that Payment’s instance might not exist in subclasses 

(CashPayment, CreditPayment and ChequePayment). So Payment class in figure 

“a” is not an abstract class. It is generalization class because every member of 

subclass set are in superclass set. 
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 Fig: Abstract class notation 

 

Modeling Changing State:  

  Those class that change the state from certain time should not be make 

subclass in class hierarchy. For e.g. if the superclass is Payment and subclasses 

are Unauthorized and authorize then these subclass change the state in certain 

time or Payment does not stay in same state. It keeps on transit from one state 

to another.  

This type of state transition will be better to show on state diagram than in 

domain model.  This type of class hierarchy are not suitable to show in domain 

model. If it has to show then make a separate state hierarchy and associate the 

state with normal class. 
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Fig: Modeling changing states 

Association Classes: 

  In a domain model if a class can simultaneously have many values for the same 

kind of attribute then such attribute should not be placed in the class. Place the 

attribute in separate class and associated with it. For e.g. a person may have 

many phone number. So place the phone number in another class and associate 

many of these to Person. In UML, it is represented with a dashed line form the 

association to the association class. 

Use the association class if: 

 An attribute is related to an association. 

 Instances of the association class have a lifetime dependency on the 

association 

 There is a many to many association between two concepts and 

information associated with the association itself. 

The figure below shows an association class. Authorization Service provide a 

merchant_id to each store to recognize them. But store may have many 

merchant id for different authorization service. Placing the merchant_id in Store 

and Authorization_service both are incorrect because they can have more than 

one values for mechantId. So, it is better to make separate class for association 

class and associated it with association because it is dependent on relationship 

between two. 
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Figure: An association class. 

 

 

 

 

 

Aggregation and Composition: 

 Aggregation is a vague kind of association in the UML that loosely suggest 

whole-part relationship. Here aggregate parts need a component part in order 

to execute but component part can independently function. UML suggest to use 

composition when appropriate than aggregation.  
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Composition is a strong kind of whole part aggregation in which object contains 

the other object and the contained object cannot exist without the existence of 

container object (composite part) i.e. if the whole part is deleted then all of its 

composite parts are deleted. In domain model if there is any doubt then 

composition should not be used.  

 A composition relationship implies that: 

 An instance of the part belongs to only one composite instance at a time. 

 The composite part (parent or base class) is responsible for creation and 

deletion of its parts. 

When to show composition: 

 Composition should be shown when: 

 The life time of the parts is dependent on the lifetime of composite (base 

part) part.  

 Some properties of the composite part propagate to the parts. 

 Operation applied to the composite part propagate to the parts. 

 

 

Association Role name: 

 Each end of an association is a role which have various properties such as: 

 Name 

 Multiplicity 

A role name identifies an end of an association and ideally describes the role 

played by objects in the association. 
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 Flies-to                            destination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Roles in Association: 

 

 

 

 

Figure above represents the role in association which depict that the same 

instance of a person takes on multiple roles in various association. For e.g. a 

person simultaneously or in sequence takes on the role of manager, worker, 

cashier etc. 

 

Role as concept: 

  

Flight City 

Role name. Describes 

the role of city 
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Roles as concept is a type of role in which roles are represented in separate class. 

It provides flexibility in adding unique attributes, associations and additional 

semantics.  

 

Qualified Association: 

 A qualifier may be used in an association to distinguish the set of objects at the 

far end of the association based on the qualifier value. The qualifier holds the 

list of association attribute each with a name and type and is visually 

represented as a rectangle attached to the qualified end of the association 

relationship. An association with the qualifier is a qualified association. 

For eg.  In a banking application, a class Bank is associated with class called 

Person. Each individual person is associated with bank through their account 

number. The account number qualifies the association. 
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Fig: example of qualified association 

 

 

 

 

In above figure ProductDescription may be distinguished in a ProductCatalog by 

their ItemID. Such qualifier reduces the multiplicity at the far end from many to 

one.  

 

 

Using Package Diagram to Organize the Domain Model: 

 A domain model can easily grow large enough that it is desirable to factor it into 

packages of strongly related concept. In UML, package diagram are shown as a 

tabbed folder. Subordinate package may be shown within it. Package name is 

written in the tab if it contains some element, otherwise it is centered within 

the folder itself.  

An element is owned by the package within which it is defined but it can be 

reference to another package. In such case, “PackageName::ElementName” 

format is used to extract the element of one package to another package. 
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Fig: organization of domain model into package 

 

 

Fig: referring one package’s element to another 

 

How to partition the Domain Model 

 To partition the domain model into packages, place elements together that: 

 Are in the same subject area – closely related by concept or purpose 

 Are in a class hierarchy together 

 Participate in the same use cases 

 Are strongly associated 
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Example: Point of Sale application organize in package 

 

 

 

Fig: inside core package 
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Fig: inside payment package 
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Fig: inside Sales package 

 

 

 

 

Fig: inside Authorization transaction package 
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UML Activity Diagram and Modeling 

A UML activity diagram shows sequential and parallel activities in a process. 

Activity diagram are graphical representation of the work flows of stepwise 

activities and action. They are useful for modeling business processes, 

workflows, data flows and complex algorithms. The diagram shows the 

sequence of action some of which may be parallel and it also shows both control 

flow and data flow. It can be applied to any perspective or purpose but is popular 

for visualizing business workflow and processes and use cases. 

 

Activity Diagram Notation: 

1. Initial State or Starting Point: 

A small filled circle followed by an arrow represents the starting point for 

an activity diagram. 

 

 
2. Activity or action state: 

It represents the non-interruptible action of object. It is represent by 

rectangle with rounded corners. 

 

 
3. Action flow: 

It shows the transition from one action state to another. It is represent by 

arrow line. 

 
4. Object Flow: 

It refers to the creation and modification of object by activities. An arrow 

from an activity to an object means that an activity creates or influence 
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the object. An object flow arrow from an object to activity indicates that 

activity state uses the object. 

 

 
5. Decision and branching: 

A diamond shape symbol is used when an activity requires a decision prior 

to moving on to the next activity. Activity moves to another activity if the 

condition is true. The outgoing control should be labeled with condition 

or guard symbol. 

 

  
6. Guards: 

Guards are the statement written next to the decision diamond symbol to 

indicate true or false condition. If the condition is true then an activity 

moves to next activity otherwise the activity can be terminate or moves 

to another activity indicate by false condition.  
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7. Synchronization bar: 

This bar is used to show the parallel sub-flows or concurrent threads. A 

fork node is used to split a single incoming flow into multiple concurrent 

flow. It is represented as thick straight line in an activity diagram. A join 

node joins multiple concurrent flows back into a single outgoing flow. A 

fork and join node used together are referred as synchronization. 

 

 
 

8. Time event: 

This refers to the event that stops the activity flow for a certain time. It is 

represents by hourglass symbol. 

 

 
9. Swimlanes:  

It group related activities into one column. It delegates specific actions to 

object within an overall activity. 
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10.  Rake: 

This symbol indicates that the activity is expanded into another sub-

activity diagram.  
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11.  Final state or end point: 

An arrow pointing to a filled circle nested inside another circle represents 

the final action state. 

 
 

 

 

Fig: Example of activity diagram 
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 Partitioning Activity diagram: 

   An activity partition is activity group for action that have some common 

characteristics. It represents number of parties involved in activity flow. It also 

corresponds to organizational unit or business unit in a business model. In 

activity diagram partitions are represented by solid vertical line (swim lanes 

notation) and name labeling the partition in a box at one end.  

 

 

Fig: symbol of partition 
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Fig: example of partition in activity diagram 

In above figure the vertical thick line represents the partition which depicts the 

parties involved in activity. Here, such parties involved are customer, ATM and 

bank. Such partition helps to show control or work flow in particular segments. 
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Steps involved in drawing activity diagram: 

 Identify the initial and final state 

 Identify the intermediate activities needed to reach the final state  

 Identify the condition or constraints which causes the system to change 

control flow. 

 Draw the diagram with appropriate notation. 

 

Purpose of Activity Diagram: 

 The basic purpose of activity diagram is to depict dynamic behavior of the 

system. It is also known as behavioral diagram as it depict the behavior of the 

system. Activity diagram is not only used for visualizing dynamic nature of a 

system but also used for modeling the business process and to construct 

executable system. 

The basic purpose are: 

 Depict the activity flow of the system. 

 Describe the sequence from one activity to another. 

 Describe the parallel, branched and concurrent flow of the system. 

 

Uses of Activity Diagram: 

 Modeling the business requirement 

 Investigating the business requirement at later stage 

 Modeling the activity flow of single system as well as multiple system. It 

capture these system and describe the flow from one system to another. 

 Use to model high level understanding of system’s functionalities. 

 Illustrate the various steps involved in a UML use cases. 

 Use to depict concurrent activities 

 Shows the constraints, logic and condition behind algorithm. 
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Activity Diagram in the UP: 

Business Process Modeling: 

 One of the discipline in UP is Business Modeling which purpose is to understand 

and communicate the structure and the dynamics of the organization in which 

a system is to be deployed. A key artifact of the business modeling discipline is 

the Business Object Model which visualizes how a business works using UML 

class, sequence and activity diagram. So, an activity diagram are especially 

applicable within the Business Modeling discipline of the UP. This process 

represents the flow of work and information throughout the business. This 

involves people, machines, material, product, roles, document etc. 

Key points on business modeling: 

 Keep high emphasis on underlying problem statement of business which 

has to be mapped first. 

 Do not focus on the software term while modeling business process using 

activity diagram. 

 Use the advantage of rake symbol to sub divide the activity diagram for 

huge activities. 

Following examples shows the business modeling for a proposal process taken 

from a store that sells telecom products. 
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Fig: example of business modeling 

 

The above example is the business process modeling in which only the stepwise 

process to carry out business transaction are show using activity diagram. No 

any software artifact has been included. It just shows the step wise control and 

activity flow to carry out business transaction. 
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System Modeling: 

 It is the process of showing the step wise flow of event in the system or between 

the multiple system and subsystem. Activity diagram can be used to show the 

flow of such event in the system. Activity diagram can be used to describe the 

parallel, branched and concurrent flow of the system. In system modeling 

activity diagram focus on the system component and the flow of action within 

the system. It depict the flow of activity that should be performed by the system 

and also shows the sequential and parallel action that system should performed. 

 

Key points on system modeling: 

 Keep high emphasis on the working procedure of software component. 

 All the external parties that interact with system should be find out. 

 Use the advantage of synchronization bar to represent the parallel action 

of the system 

 

Following figure is the example of system modeling which shows the working 

procedure of Microsoft word on creating, saving and printing the document. 
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Fig: activity diagram for ATM System (System Modeling) 

 

 

 

Note: Question related to activity diagram and very short question 

from chapter two are done in class. Refer your class note. 
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Unit 3 

System Sequence Diagram 

 

A system sequence diagram is a visual or pictorial representation for a particular 

scenario of use case which shows the event that external actor generate, the 

order of such event and inter-system event. It illustrate input and output events 

related to the system and how such event are handle by the system.  

The system sequence diagram specify the following things: 

 External actors 

 Message or methods invoked by these actors 

 If any return value associated with previous message 

 Indication of any loops or iteration 

 

Use cases describes how external actors interact with the software system and 

what operation that should be performed by the system. During such interaction 

an actor generate some event to a system requesting some operation that 

should be handled by the system. Such generated events, how system handles 

such events and how events are passed from external system to internal system 

and between the internal system are shown by system sequence diagram. 

 System sequence diagram are drawn for particular scenario of use case or main 

success scenario of use case. All the systems are treated as a black box and the 

emphasis of the diagram is events that cross the system boundary form actors 

to systems. 

The UML sequence diagram as a notation is used to visually represent system 

sequence diagram which illustrate actor interaction and the operation initiated 

by them. 
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Applying UML sequence diagram to model System sequence diagram: 

 The UML sequence diagram notation is used to show or visually represent 

system sequence diagram. All the systems are treated as a black box and the 

emphasis of the diagram is events that cross the system boundary form actors 

to systems. 

Basic notation of sequence diagram are: 

Participants: 

  It represents an object or entity that acts in the sequence diagram.  A sequence 

diagram consist of several objects which are arranged horizontally on the top of 

the diagram. It is represented by rectangular box. The syntax of object is written 

in “<object name>:<class name>”. 

 

 

 

Fig: representation of Object in Sequence diagram 
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Message: 

 Message represents the communication between the object.  It is denoted by 

writing message name and argument above arrow. A dashed arrow is used for 

return message.  

 

 

 

Activation or Execution Occurrence: 

 It represents the time an object needs to complete the task. A thin gray 

rectangle is placed vertically with lifeline to represents activation which shows 

whether the object is busy in executing a process or waiting for a reply.  
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Lifelines: 

 Lifelines are represented by vertical dashed line that indicate the object 

presence over time.  
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Relationship between System Sequence Diagram (SSD) and Use Cases.  

 Use Cases is a collection of related success and failure scenarios that describe 

an actor using a system to support a goal. It is made up of a set of possible 

sequence of interaction between the system and actor in a particular 

environment. It is the text stories which describe the external entity that interact 

with the system and what system should do on behalf of actor responses.  

 Such text stories are visually describe by the system sequence diagram. The SSD 

shows the system events for one scenario of the use case i.e. SSD are drawn 

when one particular use case are executed. For the particular use case (for main 

success scenario) SSD shows what events are generated by the external entity, 

what event are generated inside the system, flow of operation, system have to 

perform based on external event. SSD uses UML sequence diagram notation to 

visually represent the main success scenario of the use cases.  For example: 

 

 

Fig: Relationship between use cases and SSD 
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The above diagram shows the relationship between use cases and System 

Sequence Diagram. First, use cases describe the external entity involved, what 

request they can make to system to perform some operation and what 

successful operation should system perform. These all functions describes by 

the use cases are shown visually by the System Sequence Diagram by using UML 

sequence diagram notation. 

 

SSD in the UP Phases: 

  Most SSD are created during elaboration phase when it is important to identify 

the detail of the system events to clarify what operation the system must 

perform, writing the system operation contract  and possibly to support 

estimation. 

In inception phase mostly use cases are written and SSD are not created because 

only rough estimating are done in inception phase which are not tend to be 

reliable. SSD are not motivated in inception unless rough estimating involves the 

technique that is bases on identifying system operation.  
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UML Interaction Diagram (Unit 3) 

 

Interaction diagram is a type of behavioral diagram in UML which describes the 

different kind of interaction between different elements in the system. It 

illustrate how object interact with each other via message. Interaction diagram 

is mostly used for dynamic object modeling. It describe the sequence of 

interaction between the objects with message. The interaction diagram in UML 

is represented by two diagram sequence diagram and 

communication/collaboration diagram. 

Purpose of Interaction diagram: 

 To depict the dynamic behavior of the system. 

 To model the high-level interaction between active object in the system. 

 To describe the structural organization of the object. 

 To describe the message flow in the system. 

 

UML Sequence Diagram: 

  Sequence diagram describes the flow of message, events and action between 

the objects.  It is used to visually represent the external event and internal event 

that system must handle and what operation system have to perform based on 

the event. It shows what the system do, not how it is done.  Sequence diagram 

model or show how the different part of system interact with each other to carry 

out the function, in which order interaction takes place and how the system will 

respond the events.  Sequence diagram illustrate interaction in a kind of fence 

format, in which new object is added to the right. 

 

Sequence Diagram Notation/Components 

Participants/life line: 

 It represents an object or entity that acts in the sequence diagram.  A sequence 

diagram consist of several objects which are arranged horizontally on the top of 

the diagram. It is represented by rectangular box. A life line always depict an 

object internal to the system and shows the presence of object over time. The 
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syntax of object is written in “<object name>:<class name>”. The dashed vertical 

line represents the time line of the objects i.e. object presence over time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actor: 

 Actor represents an entity that interact with the system and its object. Actor is 

always outside of the scope of the system. Actor depicts a various role including 

human user and other external subjects. Actor is represented by stick person 

notation. 
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Message: 

Message represents the communication between the object.  It is denoted by 

writing message name and argument above arrow. A dashed arrow is used for 

return message.  

 

Types of message: 

 Synchronous message: 

Synchronous message is a type of message which needs response or reply 

from the destination object before the interaction can move forward. The 

sender waits until the receiver has completed the processing of the 

message and sender continues only when it receive a reply from receiver 

i.e. sender waits for a reply before further interaction. Large number of 

message or calls in the object oriented programming are synchronous. 

Synchronous message are represented by solid arrow head.  
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Fig: symbol of synchronous message.  

 

 

 

 Asynchronous message: 

Asynchronous message is a type of message which do not wait for a reply 

for the further interaction. The interaction move forward irrespective of 

receiver processing a message or not. It is represented by open arrow 

head and there is no any reply message.  

   

 
 

Fig: symbol of asynchronous message. 
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 Create message: 

It is a kind of message which is used to instantiated a new object in the 

sequence diagram. It is required when particular message call requires the 

creation of an object. It is represented by dotted arrow and <<create>> 

word labeled in arrow.  
 

 

Fig: symbol of create message 
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 Self-message: 

Self- message is kind of message which is send by object to itself and is 

represented by U shaped arrow point to nested activation bar. 
 

 

 

Fig: symbol of self-message 

 Delete message: 

It is a message used to delete an object. Delete message is used when 

object is de-allocated from memory or destroy within the system. It is 

represented by an arrow terminating with “X”. 
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Fig: symbol of destroy message.  

 

 Found message: 

A found message is a starting message in which sender is not specifies or 

is not known or the message is coming from a random source. It is 

represented by solid ball with arrow pointing from end point to life line.  

 

Fig: symbol of found message 
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 Lost message : 

It is a type of message use to represent a scenario where the receiver or 

recipient is not known to system. It is represented by arrow with solid ball 

pointing from life line to end point.  
 

 

Fig: symbol of lost message 

 

 

 

Fig: representation of message types    
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Activation or Execution Occurrence: 

 It represents the time an object needs to complete the task. A thin gray 

rectangle is placed vertically with lifeline to represents activation which shows 

whether the object is busy in executing a process or waiting for a reply. The 

length of rectangle describes or shows the duration object activation. The use 

of the activation bar between message caller and receiver indicates both are 

active and is instantiated during exchange of the message.  

 

 

Fig: symbol of activation bar 

 

Frames in UML Sequence Diagram: 

 To support conditional and looping constructs, the UML uses frames. Frames 

are region or fragment of the diagram which have and operator or label such as 

loops and a guard (conditional clause). It is used to show the complex interaction 

such as alternative flow and loops. It is represented as rectangle box and name 

of the operator on top left corner. Operator specifies what kind of fragment it is 

such as alt, loop etc. 

1. Alternative (Alt): 

This fragment is used when the choice between two or more statement 

has to be made. It is similar to “if-else” logic.  It is represented by large 

rectangle box and specified by writing alt in operator box. Two show two 

or more alternative rectangle box is divided by dashed arrow and 
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interaction operand are used (if, else). Each operand have guard which 

consist of condition set and are placed on top left corner near to operand.  

 

 

 

Fig: Alt symbol in sequence diagram 

2. Option (opt): 

It is used to indicate the sequence that will only occur if a certain condition 

is met otherwise sequence will not occur. It is similar to “if/then” 

statement. Option fragment is not divided into two or more operand i.e. 

it is only used for single statement or message. Guard is places at top left 

corner on related lifelines. It is represent by rectangle box with “opt” 

written in operand box at top left corner. 
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Fig: conditional message 

3. Loop: 

It is used to represent a repetitive sequence i.e. to send multiple message 

in same iteration. It is represented by rectangle box in which “loop” is 

written in operand box and the guard condition near the top left corner. 

The guard in the loop can have two other condition, minimum iteration 

(written as minInt = [number] and maximum iteration (written as maxInt 

= [number]). If it is a minimum iteration guard, the loop must execute not 

less than the number mentioned and if it is a maximum iteration guard 

then the loop must not executed more than number mentioned. 

 

 

Fig: loop in sequence diagram 
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4. Reference (ref): 

This fragment is used to manage the size of large sequence diagram and 

allows to reuse part of one sequence diagram in another i.e. we can 

reference a part of diagram in another diagram using ref. To specify a 

reference fragment, ref is mentioned in the name box of frame along with 

name of the sequence diagram that is being referred or going to be 

referred.   

 

 
 

 

Communication Diagram: 
  Communication diagram is kind of interaction diagram which shows the 

interaction between the object using the message in sequenced order in 

a free form arrangement. It illustrate the object interactions in a graph or 

network format in which object can be placed anywhere on the diagram. 

It is same as sequence diagram but they focus more on relationship 

between object i.e. how they are associated and connected through 

message rather than interaction. It emphasizes on message exchange 

between the objects in an application. In communication diagram object 

is represented as rectangular box, straight line is used to depict the 

connection between object and message is represented with message 

expression with small arrow indicating the direction of the message.  
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Fig: Basic symbol of communication diagram 

 

Communication Diagram Notation: 

1. Links:  

A link is a connection path between two objects. It indicates some form 

of navigation and visibility between the object. It represents the 

relationship between the object and depict the ability of object to send 

message to each other.  It is represented from a straight line connecting 

two or more object.  

 

 

Link line 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: Symbol of link 
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2. Message: 

Message represent a one object invoking an operation to another object 

i.e. one object is calling another object for some services. Each message 

between the object is represented with message expression and small 

arrow indicating the direction of the message. A sequence number 

(number in message) is added to show the sequential time-ordering of the 

message.  

 A message can be sent from one object to itself. This type of message is 

represented by a link to object itself and message flowing along the link. 

The first message is not numbered. The order and nesting of subsequent 

message is shown with numbering in which nested message have number 

append to them.  

 

 

Fig: Message in communication diagram 

 

 

Fig: Symbol of message to itself 

3. Conditional message: 

It is the type of message which is sent from one object to another if some 

condition are met. It is shown by following the sequence number with a 

conditional clause in square bracket (for example 1 [condition] : message). 

The message is only sent if conditional clause evaluates to true. 
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Fig: Symbol of conditional message 

 

4. Mutually exclusive conditional path (if/else): 

It is the condition in which the choice between two or more statement 

has to be made. If the first condition is true then message is sent to one 

object and if the second condition is true next message is sent to another 

object and so on.  Following figure shows the mutually exclusive condition 

path in communication diagram.  

 

 
 

Fig: Mutually exclusive conditional path 

 

5. Iteration or looping: 

 It is used to represent a repetitive sequence i.e. to send multiple message 

in same iteration. It is represented by sequence number followed by 

astrick (*) symbol with iteration clause in square bracket (1 [iteration-

clause]: message). 
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Fig: Iteration or looping 

 

Strength and Weakness of Sequence Vs Communication diagram 

 UML specification is more sequence diagram centric, more notation and 

semantics options are available for sequence diagram than 

communication diagram. 

 It is easier to see the sequence call flow in sequence diagram (simply read 

from top to bottom) but with communication diagram sequence number 

should be written to find out the message flow.  

 Sequence diagram are used for documentation or to easily read a reverse-

engineered call-flow sequence whereas communication diagram is used 

for thorough wall sketching of the system. 

 Communication diagram is more space efficient than sequence diagram 

because the object boxes can be easily placed or erased anywhere 

(horizontal or vertical). Modifying the wall sketch is easier with 

communication diagram. 

 New object in the sequence diagram are always added to the right edge 

so it can consume more right-edge space on page or wall while sketching 

and also free space in vertical dimension is not efficiently used.  

 

When to use sequence diagram and communication (collaboration 

diagram): 

 Use the sequence diagram when only the sequence of event has to be 

shown and use the collaboration diagram when the relationship and 

connection between the object has to be shown. 
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 Choose the sequence diagram when time ordering of the message flow 

has to be shown and choose the collaboration diagram when organization 

or structure of objects has to be shown. 

 Choose the collaboration diagram for thorough sketching of the system 

and use the sequence diagram for the documentation and reverse 

engineering. 

 

 

Note: Question related to interaction diagram (sequence diagram and 

communication diagram) are done in class. Refer to your class note for 

numerical. 
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UNIT 3 (continue) 

Logical Architecture and Layer 

 

Logical architecture is the large-scale organization of the software classes into 

packages, subsystems and layers. In logical architecture the decision about how 

these elements are deployed or transits across different operating system 

processes or across physical computers in the network are not made. Such 

architecture which describes how subsystem, packages are deployed across 

different computers or operating system are known as deployment architecture. 

The UML package diagram notation is used to group all the software class into 

specific package.  

 A layer is a very coarse-grained grouping of classes, packages or subsystem that 

have certain responsibility for a major aspect of the system. Layers are organized 

in such a way that higher layer takes the services of lower layer but not normally 

vice versa. Layers in the Object Oriented system includes: 

 User interface 

 Application Logic and Domain object: software object representing 

domain concept which should fulfilled the requirement of application. For 

example, in figure below the package Sale in the Domain package 

represent the classes related to the Sale. So, the class sale perform the 

function like calculation of total, calculation of tax etc. 

 Technical Service: it is general purpose objects and subsystems that 

provide supporting services to the upper layer (domain layer) such as 

interfacing with a database or error logging, backup services etc. 

 

Layer Architecture Types:  

1. Strict Layered Architecture: 

It is a kind of layer architecture in which a layer only calls upon the 

services of the layer directly below it. This kind of design is common in 

network protocol but not in the information system. For eg. Higher order 

UI layer only uses the service provided by the application layer. Higher 

layer cannot directly use the service of technical layer. 
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2. Relaxed layered Architecture: 

It is a kind of architecture in which a higher layer calls upon several lower 

layer or higher layer uses the services of multiple lower layer. For e.g. 

higher order UI layer can uses the service provided by application layer 

or technical layer or both at the same time.  

 

 

 

Fig: representation of layer architecture  

The arrow in the above figure represents the upper layer depends or uses the 

service provided by the lower layer. 
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 Fig: simple UP artifact relationship  

The above figure depict the relation between the different UP artifact. In 

business modeling domain model are design to represent or visualize the real 

situation conceptual classes. 

 In requirement generation, use cases and use case diagram are drawn to know 

the external entity that interact with the system, the vision of system are 

drawn, supplementary specification or non-functional requirement are 

identified in higher level.  

In the design phase, sequence diagram are drawn for each use cases to depict 

the types of event that an external entity can send and event generated by the 

sub system. Class diagram are drawn to represent number of class that are 

needed to form a complete system. Based on the event produce by system or 

external entity the behavior of class are defined. Such classes are grouped into 
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specific package using UML package diagram and divided into layer based on 

the function it have to provide. 

 

Software Architecture: 

 A software architecture is the set of significant decisions about the organization 

of a software system, the selection of the structural element and their 

interfaces, hierarchical composition of smaller sub system to larger system and 

the architectural style that guides this organization. 

 

UML Package Diagram: 

 Package Diagram is the kind of structural diagram which shows the structure, 

arrangement and organization of the designed system, subsystem, group of 

classes that forms the system, dependencies between the packages etc.  

Packages groups the element of system according to its function and such 

grouping is shown by the package diagram. Package diagram can show both the 

structure and dependencies between the subsystem or modules and also 

different views of the system such as layered architecture, multi-tier application. 

It provides a way to group elements.  

 A UML package can group anything like classes, subsystem, other packages, use 

cases etc. The UML package diagram is represented by tabbed folder and 

package name may be placed on the tab if the package shows inner member or 

in the main folder (middle), if not. An element is owned by the package within 

which it is defined but it can be reference to another package. In such case, 

“PackageName::ElementName” format is used to extract the element of one 

package to another package.  
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Fig: representation of package name 

 Dependency between the packages or package in different layer might exist 

which shows that one package is depends on another package or depending 

package uses the function or services provided by the other package. It is shown 

by dashed arrow pointing from depended package to another package or 

depended-on package. 

 

 

Fig: dependency in package 

Here, <<import>> defines that one package imports the functionality of other 

package and importing process is public. 

 

Fig: dependency on package  

Here, <<access>> defines one package require help from function of other 

package and the importing process is private. 

One package might contains another package and such package might contains 

another package and so on. This is known as nesting of package.  In package 
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diagram it can be represented as fully qualified name and the convention used 

is “name owing the package::name of the package”. For e.g. java::util::date is 

referred as there is outer package named java which contains another nested 

package util which contains date package.  

 

 

Fig: representation of nested package using caption of tab 

 

 

 

 

Fig: representation of nested package using fully qualified name 

 

The UML provides alternate notation to illustrate outer and inner nested 

packages which are shown in following figure: 
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Fig: alternative notation for nested packages 

 

 

Designing with layers: 

  The purpose of using layer architecture is to organize the large-scale logical 

structure of a system into different layer based on the responsibilities with clean 

and cohesive separation of concerns such that the “lower” layers are low-level 

and general services, and higher layers are more application specific. Layer 

design specifies dependencies occur from higher layer to lower layer, lower 

layer to higher layer coupling is avoided. 

 The purpose and number of layers varies across applications and application 

domains (information system, operating system etc.)  For the particular 

information system, typical layers are illustrated and explained by following 

picture: 
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Fig: common layer in an information system logical architecture 

 Presentation layer in the above figure provide the GUI interface to 

interact between the system and user.  It provides the general UI interface 

for the user input, creating the windows and widgets, capturing mouse 

and keyboard events etc. It trigger the event for the system which is 

generated by the user input and shows the responses provided by the 

system as per request. 

 Application layer handles the presentation layer request, session states, 

windows or page transition. It provides the UI layer authentication 

services and also provide the different ways of transforming the data and 

presentation of such data in UI layer. It makes decision to sends the 

request to domain layer that can provide the appropriate services based 

on the event generated in the UI layer. 
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 Domain layer handles the application layer request and provide the 

general services and operations that the system have to provide. It 

provide the services based on the domain rules. Service may be used by 

just one application or might be by multiple application. Here the system 

function the proper operation based on the request it receives and send 

the request to another layer if it does not provide such operation. This 

layer can send request to any lower layer or just the layer below it based 

on the architecture type and uses the services provided by such layer to 

successfully complete its operation.  

 Business infrastructure layer is a very low level business services used in 

many business domains which provides the extra services to the domain 

layer. It handles the request from domain layer and perform the 

operation as per request. If it does not have such services as per request 

or it need some sources from another lower, it sends the request to the 

technical service layer perform such operation. For e.g. currency 

converter, date calculation etc. 

 Technical service layer provides the high level technical services and 

framework like security services. It provide sufficient information as per 

request of business layer. One type of service it provide is : if business 

layer had request to access database this layer provides the mysql  

operation or execute the mysql query and send request to the lower level 

for successful database operation.  

 Foundation layer: it is a low level technical services/ infrastructure which 

provides the base or core services like data structure, thread, database 

service, Input output service (file) etc. It receive the request from the 

technical layer and provide the service as requested. For example: if the 

request is to insert the element is database it checks the mysql queries 

received from upper level and perform the function and sends reply to 

upper layer.  

 

Architectural design pattern such as façade, controller and observer are used for 

the design of the connection between layers and packages.  To send the request 

from higher level layer to lower level layer and for access to service in another 

subsystem of the same layer façade pattern is used. The request are send by 

implementing the interface of façade. Façade is a consolidator or mediator 

between two packages or to underlying sub-system object. 
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To send the reply from lower level layer to higher level layer, observer pattern 

is used. When the message is sent from lower layer to higher layer (domain layer 

to UI layer) it is viewed in term of interface such as PropertyListener. That is, UI 

layer’s objects implements the interface (PropertyListener) of observer pattern 

which are the listener of events coming from the object of lower layer. The 

message is sent from lower layer to higher layer in term of interface reference 

such that domain object does not know the UI object is a UI object , it only know 

the object as something that implement PropertyListener interface.  

 

Benefits of Using Layers: 

 In general, there is a separation of concerns which refers to a separation 

from high level layer to low level layer, or application specific (e.g. UI 

layer) from general services (e.g. technical service). This reduces the 

coupling and dependencies, improves cohesion and increase clarity. 

 Complexity is encapsulated and decomposable. 

 Lower layer contains reusable functions. 

 Some layers (primarily the Domain and Technical Services) can be 

distributed. 

 

Maintaining a separation of concerns or cohesive responsibilities: 

 The logical architecture are layered or divided by maintaining a separation of 

concern which means that the architecture are layered according to the 

responsibilities or function they performed such as the “lower” layers are low-

level and general services, and higher layers are more application specific.  

The responsibilities of object in particular layer should be strongly related to 

each other but should not be mixed with responsibilities of other layer. For e.g. 

the object in UI layer should focus on UI work and object in the domain layer 

should focus on domain logic such as calculating total sales or taxes.  

UI objects should not do the work of domain layer. For e.g. UI object (windows 

or GUI) should not contains the logic to calculate a sales total or taxes. In the 

same way, domain layer should not trap the UI mouse or keyboard events. This 

would violate a separation of concerns. 
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Domain layer, Application Logic Layer and Domain object: 

 Domain object is such kind of object with name and information similar to the 

real-world domain with responsibilities of application logic. It means that such 

object represents the things in real situation domain space but also have related 

application or business logic (contains method or behavior). For e.g. in real 

situation of Point of Sale system, there are sales and payment conceptual class 

(without any responsibilities) but in software, Sales and Payments class are 

created and application logic responsibilities are assign to them such that they 

can perform application logic operations i.e. sales object being able to calculate 

total or total with tax. 

Designing the object in such way leads to the application logic layer more 

accurately called domain layer. Domain layer is a kind of layer which contains 

domain objects to handle application logic work. (Domain layer is such kind of 

layer that contains the object with name and information similar to the real 

world domain by assigning responsibilities of application logic (i.e. contains 

method or behavior) such that it can successfully handle application logic 

works.) 

 

Relationship between the Domain Layer and Domain Model: 

Domain model is the visual representation of conceptual class, real-situation 

objects in a domain. The domain model is part of the conceptual perspective 

and it reflect how works are performed in real situation.  

Domain layer is a part of software that contains the classes with predefined 

responsibilities. But such software classes are formed by considering the 

conceptual classes formed in domain model which will reduce the 

representational gap between real situation concept and software concept. The 

main reason to form the domain layer classes by considering the domain model 

class or conceptual class is to reduce the gap between how the work will 

performed in real situation and how the work will performed by system. For 

example a Sale (conceptual class) in domain model inspired us to consider 

creating a software Sale class (with responsibilities). 
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Fig: relationship between Domain Model and Domain Layer  

 

The above figure depicts how the real world concepts are transferred to the 

software class. This reduces the representational gap between how stakeholder 

conceive the domain or how the work are done in real situation and the 

representation of classes in software design.  

 

 

Layer and Partition: 

 The layers of the architecture represents the vertical slices. It means that 

architecture are divided according to its responsibilities or maintaining 

separation of concern. One particular architecture is refer as first layer, second 

architecture is refer as second layer and so on.  

Partition represents a horizontal division of relatively parallel subsystem. It 

represents how particular layer are subdivided into different parts.  For e.g.  the 

technical services layer may be divided into partitions such as Security and 

logging.  
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Fig: Layers and partitions  

 

The Model-View Separation Principle: 

 The model-view separation principle states that model (domain) objects should 

not have direct knowledge of view (UI) objects. Here, model is a synonym for 

the domain layer of objects and view is the synonyms for UI objects such as 

windows, web pages, applets and reports.  

This principle states two terms: 

 Do not connect or couple non-UI objects directly to UI object. For example 

don’t let a Sale software object (non-UI domain object) have a reference 

to a UI object. The windows (UI) are related to particular application, 

while the non-UI object may be reused in new application or attached to 

a new interface.  

 Do not put application logic (general services) in the UI object method. UI 

object should only initialize UI elements, receive UI events (such as mouse 

click) and request application logic for service. 

 

The domain classes encapsulates the information and behavior related to 

application logic. The windows classes are responsible for input, output and 

catching GUI events but do not directly provide application logic.  
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Objectives of Model-View Separation principle: 

 To allow separate development of model and user interface layers 

 To support cohesive model and definitions that focus on the domain 

processes, rather than on user interface. 

 To minimize the impact of requirements changes in the interface upon 

the domain layer. 

 To allow the new views to be easily connected to an existing domain layer 

without affecting the domain layer. 

 To allow easy porting of the model layer to another user interface 

framework. 

 

Connection between System Sequence Diagram, System Operations and 

Layers: 

During analysis work SSD are sketched for particular use case scenario which 

illustrate input and output events related to the system and how such event 

are handle by the system. System operations are called or invoked based on 

the event generated such as makeNewSale and enter Item. The SSD illustrate 

these operation but hide specific UI objects. Normally, it will be the UI layer’s 

objects that will capture the system operation requests usually with a client 

GUI or webpage.  

In a layered architecture that supports high cohesion and separation of 

concern, the UI layer object will then forward the request from the UI layer 

onto the domain layer for handling. The message sent from UI layer to the 

domain layer will be the messages illustrated on the SSD. For example 

enterItem. 
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Fig: System operation in SSD and in terms of layers 
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Logical Layer Refinement (Unit 3 continue) 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Partial logical view of layer and coupling between packages in POS 

application 

 

The above figure illustrate a partial logical layered architecture for POS system. 

In the first iteration of the elaboration phase, a simple design of layer 

architecture is created and keeps evolve in the successive iteration of the 
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elaboration phase. One goal of this phase is to have the core architecture 

established (design and implemented) by the end of first iteration. A tentative 

logical architecture is designed in early iteration and it evolve incrementally 

through the elaboration phase. 

Only the noteworthy sample types are present in the package diagram in order 

to convey the big ideas of the architecturally significant aspects.  The application 

layer and foundation layer are not added in this iteration. When the behavior of 

the system grows large in complexity and alternative client interface are 

introduced (e.g. Web browser), a separate application layer is added which will 

handle the control or session object.  

 

Inter-Layer and Inter-Package Coupling (Dependency): 

Inter-layer and package dependency shows the dependencies or connection 

that exist between the layer and package which will provide the informative 

information between packages and layer.  

In UML package diagram, the dependency between the layer and package are 

shown by the dashed arrow. The dependency can also be shown from a classes 

of one package to classes of another package.  A plain dependency lines are used 

to highlight only general dependency i.e. communicator does not care to be 

more specific on the exact dependency. The dependency line from one package 

to another rather than from specific type (for e.g. from Domain Package to Log4J 

package) suggest that many element of package may share that dependency. 

 The package diagram can be used to hide specific types (classes) and only shows 

the package-package coupling (dependencies) as shown in following figure. 
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Fig: package coupling 
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Inter-Layer and Inter-Package Interaction Scenarios 

 Package diagram only shows static information i.e. shows the collection of 

classes and their dependencies. For the illustrative purpose it is also useful to 

include a diagram that shows how the object or classes across the layer are 

connected and communicated each other, what event are flows between them. 

Interaction diagram (sequence diagram) is for this purpose which shows the 

flows of message and event between the object of layer. Interaction diagram for 

the logical layer architecture focus on the collaboration as they cross the layer 

and package boundaries. 

 

Fig: architecturally significant interaction diagram 

 

The package of a type can be shown using fully path name <package name::type 

name>. For e.g. Domain::Sales::Register which implies Domain package contains 

sub- package Sales  and Sales package contains class Register. This highlight the 

inter-package and inter-layer connections in the interaction diagram.  

In UML, a subsystem is a separate entity that has behavior and interfaces. A 

subsystem can be model as a special kind of package or shown as an object in 

interaction diagram which is used to show inter sub-system collaboration.  
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Façade:  

  Façade is the common pattern of access for the package that represent 

subsystem and for downward collaboration. Public façade object defines the 

services for the subsystem and client collaborate with the façade. For example 

POSEngineFacade and PersistanceFacade (in Fig1) is used for access to the rule 

engine and persistence subsystem. Façade does not normally do its own work 

rather it is mediator to the underlying subsystem object. It should not expose 

many low level operation but it is desirable for the façade to expose a small 

number of high level operation. 

If the application has only small number of system operation then it is common 

for application or domain layer to expose only one object to an upper layer but 

for the technical layer which contains several subsystem, at least one façade has 

to be expose for each subsystem to upper layers. 

 

Fig: number of interface exposed to upper layer 

 

Above figure shows the application with small operation where Register’s object 

is used as a façade for domain layer which is exposed to upper UI layer. For 

technical service layer each interfaces are expose for each subsystem such as 

DBFacade, Jess etc. 
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However, as the system grows larger to handle many use cases and system 

operations, application layer is introduce or created which maintains session 

state for the operation of each use case, where each instance of session 

represents a session with one client. These session state is also known as session 

façade. 

 

Fig: session façade and application layer 
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Upward Collaboration with Observer: 

 When the lower layer needs to communicate with upper layer, it is done 

through using observer pattern. The UI object in the UI layer implements the 

interface such as PropertyChangedListener and are listener to events coming 

from lower layer. The lower layer object sends the message to upper layer via 

interface reference such that lower layer’s object will not know the UI object 

(higher layer object) is UI object. It only knows that it sends message to the 

object that implements PropertyListener interface. 

 

 

Fig: upward communication to UI layer 
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Unit 4 

GRASP 

Object Design: 

  In the analysis phase requirements are collected to find the object, use cases 

are identified, the most architecturally significant and of high business value are 

analyzed in detailed, other artifact like domain model, supplementary 

specification, system sequence diagram are developed. These all activities in 

analysis phase are input to the design phase.  

Now in the design phase methods or responsibilities are added to the software 

classes and design how the classes collaborate in order to fulfill the functionality 

stated in use cases. In the object design, software object is consider as having 

responsibility (i.e. what they can do). During the object design, responsibilities 

are added or assign to the classes of object. Responsibilities are related to the 

behavior of an object in terms of its role.  

In the object design, an important task is to define what method belongs to 

where so that methods can be added to the software class, defining the 

messaging between the object to fulfill the requirement and also defining how 

the object should interact. 

 

Responsibilities and Methods: 

 Responsibilities are related to the behavior of an object in terms of its role. 

Responsibility defines what an object knows about itself and other and what an 

object must have to do. Responsibility is not a same thing as method but 

methods are implemented to fulfill the responsibilities. Responsibilities are 

implemented by the means of method that either act alone or collaborate with 

other methods and objects. For example: a Sale class may define one or more 

method to know its total by a method name getTotal. To fulfill that 

responsibility, the sale may collaborate with other objects such as sending a 

getSubTotal message to each SaleLineItem object asking for its subtotal. 
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Responsibilities are of two types: doing and knowing: 

Doing responsibilities of an object includes doing something itself such as 

creating an object or doing a calculation, initiating action in other objects, 

controlling and coordinating activities in other object.  

Knowing responsibilities of an object includes knowing about private 

encapsulated data, knowing about related objects, knowing about things it can 

derive or calculate. 

For example: a sale class is responsible for creating SaleLineItem  is refer to doing 

responsibility where as a sale class is responsible for knowing its total refers to 

knowing responsibility.  

 

GRASP: 

 It stands for General Responsibility Assignment Software Pattern which is the 

common standard principle for object design and responsibility. It is the 

fundamental principle which guides in assigning responsibility to collaborating 

objects. This principle guides on creating an object, information required to 

create an object or information needed by an object to control other object, 

assigning the responsibility to collaborating object, types of dependency needed 

between the objects etc.  

There are 9 GRASP pattern that are fundamental to object design.  

 Creator 

 Information Expert 

 Controller 

 Low coupling 

 High Cohesion 

 Polymorphism 

 Indirection  

 Pure Fabrication 

 Protected Variation 
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1. Creator: 
It is type of grasp pattern for creating an object or instance of one class 

by assigning the responsibility to another class. This pattern assign the 

responsibility to one class to create an instance of another class based on 

the certain condition. Creator guides the assigning of responsibilities 

related to the creation of objects. The intent of the creator is to find out 

the suitable creator that need to be connected to the created object in 

any event. By following this pattern will support low coupling, increased 

clarity, encapsulation and reusability. 

From the above background, following is the definition of creator pattern: 

Name: Creator Pattern 

Problem: Who creates an A or who should be responsible for creating a 

new instance of some class (class A)? 

Solution: Assign the class B the responsibility to create an instance of class 

A if one of the following condition is true: 

 B “contains” or compositely aggregates A. 

 B records A. 

 B closely uses A. 

 B has the initializing data for A that will be passed to A when it is 

created. Thus B is an expert with respect to creating A. 

Therefore B is a creator of A but it has to do with assigning 

responsibility. If more than one conditions are met, usually prefer a 

class B which aggregates or contains A. 

Following are the example of creator pattern: 
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Example 1: 

 

The above figure is the domain model for the point of sale system. As, the 

software classes have not been defined, domain model is used as reference to 

create responsibility and also for the low representational gap. Here the Sale 

class contains many SaleLineItem object (i.e. it satisfy the condition B contains 

or compositely aggregated A) so, the creator pattern suggest that the Sale is the 

good candidate to have responsibility of creating SalesLineItem instance. This 

assignment of responsibility requires that a makeSaleItem() method be defined 

in Sale. 

The following interaction diagram shows the creation of SalesLineItem from Sale 

object: 

 

Fig: creating salesLineItem from Sale 
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Creator suggest that the container or recorder class (aggregates part) is a good 

candidates for the responsibility of creating the object of contained or recorded 

class.  

Example 2: 

 

Fig: domain model for monopoly game 

Here, Board class contains square it means that board object contains square 

object (i.e. class B (board) aggregates or contains class A (square)). Also, Square 

will always be a part of one board thus, square is in composite aggregation 

association with board. So, the creator suggest that class Board should be given 

the responsibility to create an instance of Square.  
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Fig: interaction diagram showing the creator pattern 

 

 

 

Fig: class diagram showing composite association 
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2. Information Expert:  
During the object design, when the interaction between object are define 

then the choices about the responsibilities to software classes should be 

assign. An application may require hundreds or thousands of 

responsibilities to be fulfilled. But for the fulfillment of such 

responsibilities what information should one software class require is a 

key concern. Information expert suggest that a class that have sufficient 

information to fulfill the certain responsibility should be assign as the 

expert class or such class should be assign for the fulfillment of that 

responsibility. It suggest assigning the responsibilities by clearly stating 

the responsibility. 

 

From the above background following is the definition of information 

expert: 

Problem: What is a general principle of assigning responsibilities to 

objects? 

Solution: Assign a responsibility to such class (information expert) that 

has sufficient information necessary to fulfill the responsibility.  

 

Example 1:  
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Let us consider we need to calculate the grand total. For this we should find out 

who should be responsible for knowing the grand total of a sale. By information 

expert we should look for that class of object that has sufficient information 

needed to calculate total.  

To calculate the grand total we need sufficient information. We need to know 

about SaleLineItem instance and sum of their subtotal. These all information is 

contained by Sale object (i.e. Sale contains SalesLineItem) and to fulfill such 

responsibility getTotal method is added to Sale class. Therefore, from the 

information expert Sale is a suitable class of object for this responsibility (i.e. 

Sale is information expert for calculating grand total). 

 

 

Fig: interaction diagram  

 

From the above interaction diagram, to fulfill the responsibility of knowing the 

subtotal SalesLineItem have to know the price of each product. So the 

SalesLineItem is also the information expert for finding subtotal. The 

information of each price is contained in Product specification so it is also an 
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information expert. So to fulfill the responsibility of calculating grand total of 

sale we assign three responsibility to three design class.  

From the above information three method for fulfilling the responsibilities are 

added to the design class which are shown by class diagram: 

 

 

Example 2:  

              

To know about the square object one must have all the information of square. 

In above example board object aggregated all the square object. Therefore the 

board have the sufficient information to fulfill the responsibility. So the board is 

information expert.  
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3. Low Coupling:  
Coupling is the measure of how strongly one element is connected to, has 

knowledge of or relies on other elements. An element with low coupling 

is not dependent on too many other elements. These element include 

classes, subsystems, system and so on.  

Low coupling supports the design of the classes that are more 

independent which reduces the impact of change. It influences a choice 

in assigning the responsibility. It encourages to assign the responsibility in 

such a way that its placement does not increase the dependency to a level 

that leads to the negative results.  

 A class with high coupling relies on many other classes and may suffer 

from the following problem: 

 Forced local change because of changes in related classes. 

 Harder to understand 

 Harder to reuse 

From the above background following is the definition of information 

expert: 

Problem: how to support low dependency, low change impact and 

increased reuse? 

Solution: assign a responsibility such that coupling remains low.  

 

Example 1:  

 

Let us consider the partial interaction diagram of point of sale application 

in which payment instance is to be created and has to associate with sale. 

The following two scenarios are developed which shows the coupling 

among class: 

 

Scenario 1:  
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Here, using the creator pattern responsibility of creating Payment object is given 

to Register class as it contains record of payment. The Register instance can send 

an addPayment() message to Sale, passing new Payment object as parameter. 

This added the dependency to Register class to get the knowledge of Payment 

class. 

Scenario 2:  

 

 

Scenario 2 shows the alternative way to create a Payment instance from Sale. 

Based on the assignment of responsibility which scenario is best? In scenario 1, 
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Register creates the payment which add coupling of Register to Payment. In 

scenario 2, Sales creates the Payement which does not create the coupling 

because in both case we have to assign payment to Sale. From the coupling point 

of view, scenario 2 is preferred because it maintains overall lower coupling.  

 

In Object Oriented Language like java, common forms of coupling from TypeX to 

TypeY includes: 

 TypeX has an attribute that refers to a TypeY instance or TypeY itself. 

 A TypeX object calls on services of a TypeY object. 

 TypeX has a method that references an instance of TypeY. These includes 

the parameter or local variable of type TypeY.  

 

Example 2: 

 

 

 

In this scenario both the Dog (dummy object) and Board needs to know about 

square object which add coupling. A solution for this scenario is to give the 

responsibility to only Board object to create the Square object. This will create 

low coupling.   
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Benefit of low coupling: 

 Not affected by changes in other components 

 Simple to understand in isolation 

 Convenient to reuse. 

 

4. High Cohesion:  
Cohesion is the measure of how strongly related and focused the 

responsibilities of an element are. An element with highly related 

responsibilities that does not do a tremendous amount of work has high 

cohesion. In low cohesion a class has sole responsibility for a complex task 

in one functional area and does many unrelated things or too much work. 

Such classes are undesirable and suffer from the following problem: 

 Hard to comprehend  

 Hard to reuse  

 Hard to maintain 

 Constantly affected by change 

For the perfect system there must be low coupling and high cohesion.  

Problem: how to keep object focused, understandable and manageable 

and support a low coupling?  

Solution: assign a responsibility so that cohesion remain high.  

 

Example1:  

 Let us consider the two scenario from low coupling where the Register 

creates a Payment and assign to Sale and also Sale creating Payment 

object directly.  
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Scenario 1: 

 

 

Here, Payment is created by Resigter and assign to Sale. The register is taking on 

a part of the responsibility for filling the makePayment system operation. This is 

acceptable in this case but if the Register is forced to responsible for handling 

some more work or operation, it will become more burden with task and 

become incohesive.  

Scenario 2: 

 

In this design, payment creation responsibility is delegate to Sales that supports 

high cohesiveness and also low coupling because the responsibility of creating 

payment is spread between the classes.  
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Example 2:  

 

In the left hand side MonopolyGame object itself doing all the work without 

delegating and distributing work among other object. So it has low cohesiveness. 

In the right hand side MonopolyGame delegates and coordinates the work for 

the request. So, it has high cohesiveness.  

Types of cohesion: 

 Very Low Cohesion: a class is solely responsible for many things in 

different functional areas. 

 Low Cohesion: a class has solely responsibility for a complex in one 

functional area. 

 High Cohesion: a class has moderate responsibility in one functional area 

and collaborate with other classes to fulfill task. 

 Moderate Cohesion: a class has lightweight and sole responsibilities in a 

few different areas that are logically related to the class concept but not 

to each other.  

 

5. Controller:  
A controller is the first object beyond the UI layer that is responsible for 

the receiving or handling a system operation message. For example when 

a cashier is pressing end sale button he is generation a system event 

indicating the sale has ended and such event should be properly handled 
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by the system. Controller is a delegation pattern based on the 

understanding that the UI layer should not contains application logic, UI 

layer must delegate the work request to another layer. It implies who 

should be responsible for handling the system event.  

 

Problem: What first object beyond the UI layer receives and coordinates 

(“control”) a system operation? 

Solution: Assign the responsibility to a class representing one of the 

following choices: 

 Represent the overall “system”, a “root object”, a device that the 

software is running within or a major subsystem.  

 Represent a use case scenario within which the system event 

occurs <UseCaseName>Handler, <UseCaseName>Coordinator , 

<UseCaseName>session 

 Use the same controller class for all system events in the same use 

case scenario.  

Controller accept the user input as event and translate the user input into 

request for the associated model or view. 

Example:  

 Let us consider the POS application containing several system operation 

as shown in following figure 

System 

endSale() 
enterItem() 
makenewSale() 
makePayment() 

 

 

The above System class is an analysis model representing the system operation. 

This doesnot means that software class named System fulfill them during design. 

During design a controller class is assigned the responsibility for system 

operation.  

By the controller pattern here are some choice for controlling the event like 

endSale(), enterItem(). 
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 Representing the overall system, root object or subsystem as: Register, 

POS system. 

 Represents a receiver or handler of all system events of a use case 

scenario: ProcessSaleHandler, ProcessSaleSession.  

 

 

 

  

 

In the above figure the SalesJFrame class (part of UI layer) delegates the 

enterItem request to the Register object. Assigning responsibility for the system 

operation to object in application by using controller pattern can increase reuse 

potential. If a UI object had handles system operation that represents business 

logic then the opportunity for reuse of the business logic then diminishes 

because of the coupling to a particular interface.  
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Designing for visibility: 

 A visibility is the ability of an object to see or have a reference to another object. 

Whenever there is message passing between two objects, we can determine the 

visibility between them. It is related to the issue of scope: is one resource within 

the scope of another? For a sender object to send a message to receiver object, 

the sender must be visible to the receiver object i.e. the sender must have some 

pointer or reference to the receiver object.  

Types (scope) of visibility: 

 Attribute Visibility: B is an attribute of A 

 Parameter Visibility: B is a parameter of a method of A 

 Local visibility: B is a (non-parameter) local object in a method of A 

 Global visibility: B is in some way globally visible 

 

1. Attribute Visibility: 

Attribute visibility from A to B exists when B is an attribute of A.it is a 

relatively permanent visibility because it persists as long as A and B exist. 

For example: let us consider the Register instance that may have attribute 

visibility to a ProductCatalog, since it is an attribute of the Register. 

 

public Class Register{ 

 

private ProductCatalog catalog; 

} 

 

 

 

 

Attribute visibility is required because a Register needs to send the 

getSpecification message to ProductCatlog. For e.g. 
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Public void enterItem(itemId, quantity){ 

Spec = catalog.getSpecification(itemId); 

} 

2. Parameter Visibility:  

Parameter Visibility from A to B exist when B is passed as parameter to a 

method of A. it is relatively temporary visibility because it persist only 

within the scope of the method.  For e.g.  

 

 In the above fig, when the makeLineItem message to a Sale instance, 

a ProductSpecification instance is passed as parameter, so the sale have a 

parameter visibility to a ProductSpecification. 

makeLIneItem(ProductSpecification spec, int qty){ 

sl = new SalesLineItem(spec,qty)  

} 

3. Local Visibility: 

Local Visibility from A to B exist when B is declared as a local object within 

a method of A. It is relatively temporary visibility because it persist only 

within the scope of the method.   

Local visibility can be achieved from two common means:  

 Create a new local instance and assign it to a local variable 

 Assign the returning object from a method invocation to a local 

variable. 

For example:  
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  enterItem(itemId, quantity){ 

  ProducSpecification spec = catalog.getSpecification(itemId)  

 } 

 

4. Global Visibility: 

Global visibility from A to B exist when B is global to A. it is relatively 

permanent visibility because it persist as long as A and B exist. It is a least 

common form of visibility in object-oriented system. One way to achieve 

global visibility is to assign an instance to a global variable which is 

possible in some languages such as C++ but not in other like java.  
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Design Pattern (Unit 4) 

 

Design pattern is a formal approach to describe a design problem and is 

proposed solution. Each pattern describe a problem which are commonly occurs 

during software development and then describes the core solution. It provides 

a standard terminology and are specific to particular scenario. It helps to 

structure the code and help for beginners to learn good practice of design. 

Design pattern suggest how to structure the classes and object to solve the 

certain problem 

 

Gang of Four Design Patter (GOF): 

 In 1994, four authors Eric Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson and John 

Vlissides publish a book titled Design Pattern- Elements of reusable object 

oriented software which initiated the concept of design pattern in software 

development. These authors are collectively known as Gang Of Four (GOF). 

According to these author, design pattern are primarily based on the following 

principle of object oriented design:  

 Program to an interface not an implementation. 

 Favor object composition over inheritance. 
 

Types of Design Pattern: 

1. Creational Design Pattern: 

 Singleton Pattern 

 Factory Pattern 
2. Structural Design Pattern 

 Adapter Pattern 
3. Behavioral Design Pattern 

 Observer Pattern 
 

1. Creational Design Pattern: 
It provides a solution to instantiate an object in the possible way for 

specific situation. This pattern provides a way to create objects while 

hiding the creation logic rather than instantiating objects directly using 
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new operator. This provides more flexibility in deciding which objects 

need to be created for a given use case.  

 

 Singleton Pattern: 
This pattern involves a single class which is responsible to create an 

object while making sure that only single object get created. It 

restricts the instantiation of a class and ensures that only one 

instance of the class exist in the java virtual machine. It allows only 

one creation of object by only one class after that no any class are 

allowed to create object. 

 

Implementation: 

  

Problem: Exactly one instance of a class is allowed. Object needs a 

global and single point of access. 

 

Solution: Define a static method of the class that returns a 

singleton’s object. 

 

First, SingleObject class is created which has its constructor as 

private and static instance of itself. SingleObject class provides a 

static method to get its static instance to outside world. 

SingletonDemo class will use SingleObject class to get an object of 

SingleObject class.  
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SingleObject.java 

 public class SingleObject{ 

private SingleObject instance = new SingleObject(); 

private SingleObject(){..}; 

 

public static SingleObject getInstance(){ 

  return instance; 

} 

public void showMessage(){ 

system.out.println(“inside singleton”); 

} 
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}  

SinglePatternDemo.java 

public static SinglePatternDemo(){ 

public static void main(String [ ]args){ 

SingleObject obj = SingleObject.getInstance(); 

  obj.showMessage(); 

} 

} 

 

 Factory Pattern:  
It is one of the most used design pattern in java and provide a best 

way to create an object. It is used when we have a superclass with 

multiple subclasses and based on the input we need to return one 

of the subclass. This pattern takes out the responsibility of 

instantiation of class from client program to the factory class. Here, 

an object is created without exposing the creation logic to the client 

and refer to newly created object using a common interface.  

This pattern maintain a separation of concern i.e. separate distinct 

concern into different areas, so that each have a cohesive purpose.  

 

Implementation: 

 First, interface name Shape is created and concrete class 

implementing the shape interface is created. ShapeFactory class is 

defined in next step. FactoryPatternDemo which is a main class will 

use the ShapeFactory class to get a Shape object. Shape’s object 

will pass information to ShapeFactory to get the type of object it 

needs.  

 

Problem: who should be responsible for creating objects when 

there are special consideration, such as complex creation logic, 

separation of concern. 

Solution: create an object called a Factory that handles the 

creation. 
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Shape.java 

public interface Shape{ 

void draw(); 

} 

Rectangle.java 

public class Rectangle implements Shape{ 

@override 

 public void draw(){ 

  system.out.println(“inside rectangle”); 

} 

} 

Square.java 
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public class Square{ 

@override 

 public void draw(){ 

  system.out.println(“inside square”); 

} 

 

} 

Circle.java 

public class Circle{ 

@override 

 public void draw(){ 

  system.out.println(“inside circle”); 

} 

 

} 

ShapeFactory.java 

public class ShapeFactory{ 

public Shape getShape(String shapeType){ 

if(shapeType == null){ 

return null; 

} 

 if(shapeType.equalsIgnoreCase(“CIRCLE”)){ 

  return new Circle(); 

} 

else if(shapeType.equalsIgnoreCase(“RECTANGLE”)){ 

  return new Rectangle(); 
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} 

Else if(shapeType.equalsIgnoreCase(“SQUARE”)){ 

  return new Square(); 

} 

return null; 

 

} 

} 

 

FactoryPatternDemo.java 

public class FactoryPatternDemo{ 

public static void main(String [] args){ 

ShapeFactory shapeFactory = new ShapeFactory(); 

Shape shp1 = shapeFactory.getShape(“CIRCLE”); 

 shp1.draw(); 

Shape shp2 = shapeFactory.getShape(“SQUARE”); 

 shp2.draw(); 

Shape shp3 = shapeFactory.getShape(“RECTANGLE”); 

 shp3.draw(); 

 

} 

} 

 

2. Structural Design Pattern: 
This pattern concern class and object composition. Concept of inheritance 

is used to compose interface and define a ways to compose objects to 

obtain new functionalities. It provides a different ways to create structure 

of class.  
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 Adapter Pattern: 
It works as a bridge between two or more incompatible interface 

and combines the capability of two independent interface. This 

pattern involves a single class which is responsible to join the 

functionalities of independent or compatible interface. 

 For e.g. card reader acts as an adapter between the memory card 

and a laptop. We plug the memory card into the card reader and 

card reader to laptop so that memory card can be read via laptop.  

 

Problem: how to resolve incompatible interface or provide a stable 

interface to similar components with different interface. 

 

Solution: Convert the original interface of a component into 

another interface through an intermediate adapter object.  
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Implementation: 

  Here we have MediaPlayer interface and concrete class AudioPlayer 

implementing the MediaPlayer interface. AudioPlayer can play mp3 

format audio files by default. 

 We have another interface name AdvancedMedaPlayer and classes 

implementinf AdvanceMediaPlayer interface. These classes can play vlc 

and mp4 format files. 

 We want to make audioplayer to play other formats as well so to attain 

this we created an adapter class mediaAdapter which implements the 

mediaplayer interface and uses AdvanceMediaPlayer object to play the 

required format. 

 Audio player uses the adapterclass MediaAdapter passing it the desired 

audio type without knowing the actual class which can play the desired 

format. 

 AdapterPatternDemo will use Audioplayer class to play various formats 

 

MediaPlayer.java 

public interface MediaPlayer { 

 public void play(String audioType, String fileName); 

} 

AdvanceMediaPlayer.java 

public interface AdvancedMediaPlayer{ 

public void playVlc(String fileName); 

public void playMp4(String filename); 

} 

VlcPlayer.java 

public class VlcPlayer implements AdvanceMediaPlayer{ 

@override 

public void playVlc(String fileName){ 
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system.out.println(“inside vlc”); 

} 

@override 

public void playMp4(String filename){ 

 

} 

} 

Mp4Player.java 

public class Mp4Player implements AdvanceMediaPlayer{ 

@override 

public void playVlc(String fileName){ 

//do nothing 

} 

@override 

public void playMp4(String filename){ 

system.out.println(“play mp4”); 

} 

} 

 

MediaAdapter.java 

public class MediaAdapter implements MediaPlayer{ 

private AdvanceMediaPlayer musicPlayer; 

 

public MediaAdapter(String audioType){ 

if(audioType.equalsIgnoreCase(“vlc”)){ 

musicPlayer = new VlcPlayer(); 
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} 

else if(audioType.equalsIgnoreCase(“mp4”)){ 

musicPlayer= new Mp4Player(); 

} 

} 

@override 

public void play(String audioType, String filename)){ 

If(audioType.equalsIgnoreCase(“vlc”)){ 

musicPlayer.playVlc(filename); 

} 

else if(audioType.equalsIgnoreCase(“mp4”){ 

musicPlayer.playMp4(filename); 

} 

} 

} 

AudioPlayer.java 

public class AudioPlayer implements MediaPlayer{ 

MediaAdapter mediaAdapter; 

 

@override 

public void play(String audioType, String filename){ 

if(audioType.equalsIgnoreCase(“mp3”)){ 

system.out.println(“playing music which contains mp3 file”) 

} 

Elseif(audioType.equalsIgnoreCase(“mp4”)|| 

audioType.equalsIgnoreCase(“vlc”)){ 

mediaAdapter = new MediaAdapter(audioType); 
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mediaAdapter.play(audioType, fileName); 

} 

 

else{ 

System.out.println(“invalid file”); 

} 

}  

} 

AdapterPaternDemo.java 

public class AdapterPatternDemo{ 

public static void main(String []args){ 

AudioPlayer playAudio = new AudioPalyer(); 

playAudio.play(“mp3”, “hello.mp3”); 

playAudio.play(“vlc”, “birthday.vlc”); 

playAudio.play(“mp4”, “birthday.mp4”); 

 

} 

} 

 

3. Behavioral Design Pattern: 
This pattern are specifically concerned with communication between 

objects. This pattern provide solution for the better interaction between 

objects and how to provide low coupling and flexibility to extend easily.  

 

 Observer Pattern: 
It is used when there is one-to-many relationship between objects 

such as if one object is modified its dependent objects are to be 

notified automatically. It is useful for notifying the state of an object 

whenever there is a change. Here, the object that watch on the 
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state of another object are called observer and the object that is 

being watched is called subject.   

 

Implementation: 

 Here, three classes are used Subject, Observer and Client (main). 

Subject is an object having methods to attach and detach observers 

to a client object. Abstract class Observer and a concrete class 

Subject that is extending class Observer is created. 

ObserverPatternDemo class will use subject and concrete class to 

show observer pattern. 

 

 

 

 

Subject.java  

 

public class Subject{ 

 

private List<Observer> observers =  new ArrayList<Observer>(); 

private int state; 
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public int getState(){ 

return state; 

} 

public void setState(int state){ 

 

 this.state = state; 

notifyAllObservers(); 

} 

public void attach(Observer obs){ 

 observers.add(obs); 

} 

public void notifyAllObservers(){ 

for(Observer ob : observers){ 

ob.update(); 

} 

} 

}  

 

Observer.java 

public abstract class Observer{ 

protected Subject subject; 

public abstract void update(); 

} 

 

BinaryObserver.java 

 

public class BinaryObserver extends Observer{ 

 

public BinaryObserver(Subject subject){ 

this.subject = subject; 

this.subject.attach(this); 

} 

 

@override 

Public void update(){ 
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System.out.println(“binary string:"+ 

Integer.toBinaryString(subject.getState())); 

} 

} 

 

HexaObserver.java 

 

public class HexaObserver extends Observer{ 

 

public HexaObserver(Subject subject){ 

this.subject = subject; 

this.subject.attach(this); 

} 

 

@override 

Public void update(){ 

System.out.println(“Hexstring:"+ 

Integer.toHexString(subject.getState())); 

} 

} 

 

OctalObserver.java 

 

public class OctalObserver extends Observer{ 

 

public OctalObserver(Subject subject){ 

this.subject = subject; 

this.subject.attach(this); 

} 

 

@override 

Public void update(){ 

System.out.println(“OctalString:"+ 

Integer.toOctalString(subject.getState())); 

} 

} 
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ObserverPatternDemo 

 

public class ObserverPatternDemo{ 

 

public static void main(String [ ]args ){ 

Subject subject = new Subject(); 

 

new HexaObserver(subject); 

new OctalObserver(subject); 

new BinaryObserver(subject); 

 

system.out.println(“first state change:15”); 

subject.setState(15); 

 

system.out.println(“first state change:10”); 

subject.setState(10); 

 

} 

} 
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UNIT 5 

UML State Diagram and Modeling 

 

UML state diagram shows the dynamic view of the event and state of the things. 

It illustrate the events and state of the object and the behavior of the object in 

reaction to an event. In this diagram transition are shown as arrows labeled with 

their events. States are shown in rounded rectangles. Initial pseudo state is 

included which shows the automatically transition to another state when the 

instance is created.  

A state diagram shows the lifecycle of an object, what event it experiences, its 

transition and the states it is in between those event. We can create a state 

diagram that describe the lifecycle of an object at simple or complex levels of 

details depending on our needs. If an event is not shown in state diagram that 

means such event is ignored.  

 

 

 

Fig: State Diagram for Telephone 
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Events: 

An event is a significant or noteworthy occurrence. It is something that transits 

the state of an object. For e.g. a telephone receiver is taken off the hook. 

State: 

A state is the condition of an object at a particular moment of time. It is the time 

between events. For e.g. a telephone is in state of being idle after the receiver 

is placed on the hook and until it is taken off the hook. It is shown by rounded 

rectangle. 

Transition: 

It is a relationship between two states that indicates that when an event occurs, 

the object moves from the prior state to the subsequent state. For e.g. when the 

phone is hook off, the telephone is transit from the “idle” to “active” state. It is 

shown by arrow. 

 

State Independent and State Dependent Objects:  

If an object always responds the same way to an event then it is considered as 

state independent (or modeless) with respect to that event. For e.g. if an object 

receives a message and the responding method always does the same thing. For 

all event if an object always reacts the same way it is a state-independent object.  

State dependent object are such object that react differently to events 

depending on their state or mode. For e.g. a telephone is very state dependent.  

The phone’s reaction to pushing a particular button (generating an event) 

depends on the current mode of the phone i.e. whether it is in idle mode or in 

operating state. For this kind of complex state dependent problems, a state 

machine diagram may add value to document something.  

 

Events in State diagram: 

 External Event:  

It is also known as system event which is caused by something (for e.g. 

actor) outside our system boundary. External events trigger the 

invocation of system operations to responds to them. For e.g. when a 
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cashier pushes the submit button in POS (point of sale) application, an 

external event has occurred. 

 Internal Event:  

Such event which is caused by something inside our system boundary. In 

term of software, an internal event arises when a method is invoked via a 

message or signal that was sent from another internal object. Message in 

interaction diagram shows the internal state. For e.g. when a Sale class 

receives a makeLineItem message, an internal event has occurred. As the 

internal event is also shown by interaction diagram it is not necessary to 

show in state diagram. 

 Temporal event: 

Caused by the occurrence of specific date and time or passage of time. In 

term of software, a temporal event is driven by a real time or simulated 

time clock. For e.g. suppose that an endSale operation occurs, a make 

payment operation must occurs within five minutes, otherwise the 

current sale is automatically end.  

 

Additional State Diagram Notation: 

1. Transition Action and Guard Notation: 

A transition can cause an action to fire.  In software term, this may 

represents the invocation of a method of the class of the state machine 

diagram. A transition may also have a conditional guard or Boolean test. 

The transition only occurs if the test passes.  
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2. Nested States: 

 

 

A state allows nesting to contain sub state, a sub state inherits the 

transition of its super state (the enclosing state). Sub state may be 

graphically shown by nesting them in a super state box. For e.g. when a 

transition to the Active state occurs, creation and transition into the 

PlayingDialTone sub state occours. No matter what sub state the object is 

in, if the on hook event related to the Active super state occurs, a 

transition to idle state occur. 

 

 

Fig: Nested State 
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Example of state diagram: 

 

 

Fig: State Diagram for POS system 

 

Fig: State Diagram for Passenger Processing 
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Application of State Machine Diagram: 

 Illustrating use case scenarios in a business context. 

 Describing how an object moves through various state within its life time. 

 Showing overall behavior of the state or the behavior of the related set of 

state machine. 
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Mapping Design to Code: 

Implementation in an object oriented language requires writing source code for: 

 Class and interface definition 

 Method definition 

 

Creating the class definition from Class Diagram: 

Basic class definition can be written from the class diagram. The information that 

can be extracted from class diagram are class name, attributes, and methods 

(name, parameter, types and its access specifier).  

 

 

 

Here, arrow between Sale and SalesLineItem indicates that the one instance of 

SaleLineItem is in Sale. Similarly the one instance of ProductDescription is in 

SalesLineItem. The order of implementation is as follows: 

 

public class Sale{ 

private SalesLineItem salesLineItem; 

public void makeLineItem(ProductDescription desc, int qty){ } 

 

} 
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class SalesLineItem { 

private int quantity; 

private ProductDescription description; 

public SalesLineItem(ProductDescription pd, int qty){ 

 description = pd; 

 quantity = qty; 

} 

} 

class ProductDescription{ 

private ItemId itemId; 

private Money price; 

private String Description; 

} 
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Creating a method definition from interaction diagram: 

The sequence of the message in an interaction diagram translates to a series of 

statement in the method definitions. Example is shown below: 

 

 

 

Here components in rectangular box is class name, arrow pointing towards the 

class indicates that such method is defined in class. For e.g. enterItem(itemId, 

qty) is sent to Register instance therefore such method is defined in class 

Register.  

 

Note: Example of converting interaction diagram to code and class diagram 

to code are done in class. So, refer your class note for further examples. 

 

Collection Classes in Code: 

One to many relationship are common. In Object oriented programming 

languages, these relationships are usually implemented with the introduction 

of collection object such as List or Map or simple array. 
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Employee                                                                                     

0…* 

  

 

public class Employee { 

List <Department> dept = new ArrayList <Department> (); 

public void addDepartment (Department d){ 

dept.add(d); 

} 

public void removeDepartment(Department d){ 

int I = dept.findIndex(d); 

Dept.remove(i); 

} 

} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Department 

 

addDepartment(Department d): 
void 
removeDepartment(Department 
d):void 
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Operation Contract 

Use cases are the primary mechanism in the Unified Process to describe the 

system behavior and are usually sufficient. However, sometimes more detailed 

description of system behavior has value. Contract describe the detailed system 

behavior in term of state change to object in the domain model, after a system 

operation has executed.  

System operation and System interface: 

 Contract may be defined for the system operation i.e. operation that the system 

as a black box offers in its public interface to handle incoming system events. 

System operation can be identified by discovering these system event as shown 

in figure below: 

 

 

The entire set of system operation across all the use cases define the public 

system interface, viewing the system as a single component or class. In the UML, 

system as a whole can be represented as a class. 
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Contract Section (layout): 

 

Contract CO2: Contract Name 

Operation:  name of the operation and parameter 

References: (optional) use cases  

Pre-condition: assumption about the state of the system or object in the Domain 

Model before execution of the operation. These will not be tested within the 

logic of this operation and are assumed to be true. 

Post-condition: the state of the object in the domain model after completion of 

the operation. State change includes instance created, association formed or 

broken and attribute changed.  

Post condition are not action to be performed during the operation, rather 

they are the declaration about the Domain Model Object that are true when 

the operation has finished 

 

Example of contract: for enterItem in POS system 
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Guideline on making contract: 

1. Identify the system operation from the system sequence diagram 

2. For system operation that are complex and perhaps subtle in their 

results or which are not clear in the use case, construct a contract 

3. To describe the post condition use the following category 

 Instance creation and deletion 

 Attribute modification 

 Association formed and broken 

 

Example of contract: Next Gen POS system 

 

Contract CO1: makeNewSale 

Operation: makeNewSale() 

References: Use cases: Process Sale 

Pre-condition: none 

Post-condition: A sale instance “s” was created (instance creation). 

                             S was associated with the Register (association form). 

               Attribute of “s” were initialized. 

 

Contract CO2: enterItem 

Operation: enterItem(itemId: itemId, quantitiy: integer) 

References: Use cases: Process Sale 

Pre-condition: there is a sale underway 

Post-condition: A SalesLineItem instance sli was created (instance creation) 

                             sli was associated with the current sale (association formed) 

                              sli.quantity became quantity (association modification) 

                              sli was associated with a ProductSpecification based on itemId                  

matched (association formed) 
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Contract CO3: endSale 

Operation: endSale() 

References: Use cases: Process Sale 

Pre-condition: there is a sale underway 

Post-condition: Sale.iscomplete() became true (attribute modification) 

 

 

Contract Vs Use Cases: 

 The use cases are the main repository of requirement for the project. They 

may provide most or all of the details necessary to know what to do in 

design. 

 If the details and complexity of the required state change are awkward to 

capture in use case then draw operation contract. 

 Contract post condition format offers and encourages a very precise, 

analytical and exacting language that support detailed thoroughness.  

 If the developer can understand what to do based on the use case and 

ongoing (verbal) collaboration with subject matter then avoid writing 

contract. 

 Operation contract are uncommon if a team is making contracts for every 

system operation. 
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UML Deployment and Component Diagram 

Deployment Diagram: 

 A deployment diagram shows the assignment of concrete software artifacts 

(such as executable file) to computational nodes (something with processing 

service). It shows the deployment of software element to the physical 

architecture (hardware) and the communication (network) between physical 

elements. For e.g. communication between the host computer and server and 

communication network between them is shown by deployment diagram. 

The basic element of a deployment diagram is a node, which are of two types: 

 Device node or device: a physical computing resource with processing 

and memory services to execute software, such as a typical computer or 

a mobile phone. 

 Execution environment node (EEN): a software computing resource that 

runs within an outer node (such as computer) and which itself provide a 

service to the host and execute other software elements. For e.g. : 

o An operating system (OS) is software that hosts and execute 

programs. 

o A virtual machine hosts 

o A data base engine which receives the SQL program request and 

execute them. 

o A web browser hosts etc. 

In UML, nodes are shown by stereotype such as <<server>>, <<OS>>, 

<<database>>, <<browser>>. 

A node usually represents a piece of hardware in the system and is shown by 

cubic box. 

The normal connection between the nodes is a communication path which may 

be labeled with the protocol (e.g. TCP/IP). This usually indicates the network 

connections. It is shown by the straight line mentioning the protocol used. 

A node may contains and show artifact. Artifact is the specification of a physical 

piece of information such as file, binary executable file, jar file, table in the 

database, .exe file, scripts etc. It is shown by stereotype (<<artifact>>). 

A deployment diagram usually shows a set of instance rather than class. For e.g.  

An instance of computer running an instance of OS. In UML, instance are shown 
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with an underline under their name and absence of underline represents a class. 

For deployment diagram underline can be omitted or assumed. 

 

 

Fig: Layout of deployment diagram 

An artifact manifest one or more model elements. A <<manifestation>> is the 

concrete physical of one or more model elements by an artifact. It is denoted as 

a dashed line with an open arrow head labeled with the keyword <<manifest>>. 
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Example of deployment diagram: 

 

 

Fig: Example of deployment diagram showing the user device requesting web 

server. 

Here, the client device is using a web browser and requesting web server for the 

specified page. Physical device such as server, database and device is denoted 

by stereotype <<device>>, communication bath is shown by dashed line 

mentioning protocol (http:80), artifact are shown by stereotype <<artifact>> 

which contains file like jar file, SQL, Html script etc. 

 

Application of deployment diagram: 

 It shows which software elements are deployed by which hardware 

element. 

  Provide a view of hardware topology 

 It model the hardware details for the client/server system. 

 For forward and reverse engineering. 
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Component Diagram 

 

A component represents a modular part of a system that encapsulates its 

contents and whose manifestation is replaceable within its environment. A 

component defines its behavior in terms of provided and required interface. 

Component and subsystem can be flexibly reused and replaced. It is an 

autonomous system within a system.  

A wiring of a components can be represented on diagram by the means of 

component and dependency between them. UML component diagram describe 

software components and their dependencies to each other. It is used to model 

physical aspect of the system. It visualizes the organization and relationship 

among the component in the system. 

 

Component Diagram Notation: 

1. Component: 

It is shown as a rectangle with a keyword <<component>> and name of 

the component. Optionally, in the right hand corner a component icon 

can be displayed. A component icon is a rectangle with two small 

rectangle emerging out from the left hand side. Component can be 

labeled with stereotype such as <<entity>>, <<subsystem>>. 
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2. Interface : 

A component can have interface which represents a declaration of a set 

of operation and obligations. It shows the input or materials that a 

component either receives or provide. It provides only the operation not 

the implementation. Implementation is normally provide by a class not 

by interface. It is shown with rectangle with a keyword <<interface>> 

preceding the name. Interface can be provided interface and required 

interface. 

A provided interface is a service provided by the component or it is the 

service that the component have and offer. It is modeled using a ball, 

labeled with the name, attached by a solid line to the component. 

A required interface characterize the service that the component expects 

form its environment. It is the type of service that an interface required 

from other in order to complete operations. It is modeled or shown using 

a socket, labelled with the name, attached by a solid line to the 

component. 

 

 

Fig: e.g. of provided interface 

Here, “course” is the name of the interface which provide the service 

“piCourseforStud” and “piCourseForMan”.  

 

 
Fig: e.g. of required interface 

Here, “course” is the name of the interface which require the service 

“riDBAForCourse” and “riSS”. 
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If one interface requires a service that is provided by another interface 

then following ball and socked notation are used. It mediate the 

interaction between two components. 

 
 

Fig: ball and socket symbol 

If the interface is shown using the rectangle symbol we can use alternate 

notation using dependency arrow. 

 
 

If the multiple component requires or provide a particular interface then 

notation abstraction can be used by joining the interface. 

 

 
3. Dependency: 

A component may require another component for its implementation. 

Such components can be connected by usage dependency. Usage 

dependency is a relationship which one element requires another 

element for its successful implementation. It is shown as a dashed arrow 

with a <<use>> keyword where an arrowhead is point from the 

dependent component to one of which it is dependent. 
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Fig: dependency of component 

4. Port: 

It specifies a separate interaction point between the component and the 

environment and also between component and internal environment. It 

is shown by Small Square. A port can have name and is placed near to 

square. Port can support unidirectional and bidirectional communication. 

 

Fig: port 

 

Fig: bidirectional port 

 

Fig: unidirectional port 
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External and internal view of component: 

An external view also known as black box view shows only the publicly visible 

properties and operations. It only shows the external environment of the 

component. It is shown by means of interface symbol sticking out of the 

component box. Such interface can be listed on the rectangular box.  

 

Fig: External view of component 

 

Fig: listing of interface 

Internal or white box view shows the all the realizing classes/ sub-components 

that are nested within the component space. It shows all the internal 

environment of the component. Realization is the relationship between two set 

of model element where one model represents the specification and other 

represents an implementation of later.  

The internal class that realize the behavior of the component can be displayed 

in additional compartment. Compartment can also be used to display parts, 

connector and artifacts.  
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Fig: Internal view of component 

 

Fig: Listing of internal component 
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 Fig: Internal View 

Here, Applet needs GUI settings so it is shown by the socket symbol and GUI 

provide the GUI settings through iGUI interface shown by ball symbol. Similarly, 

applet needs the security service from the security database so it request such 

service from riSecForStud. Similarly same for the course and database for 

student. Here, pStud1, pStud2 and pStud3 are the port name. the service that 

are provided by the interface are shown by ball symbol and the service required 

by the interface from other are shown by socket symbol (half circle).  

 

Example of component diagram is shown below: 
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Fig.: Component diagram for course management 

Here, CorsoIs2 and corsoArchitecture are course component which need 

security service from security server so it is shown by socket symbol with 

interface riSS. It also provide the service course for student and manager shown 

by ball symbol with interface piCourseForStud and piCourseForMan.  

Similarly, for student component it requires the service security and access to 

database which is shown by socket symbol with interface riSecForStud and 

riDBAforStud. Similarly, same for the manager component.  

For DBAcess component it provide the service database for manager, student 

and course which is shown by ball symbol and with interface piDBforMan, 

piDBforStud and piDBforCourse and it request for the service for particular 

database shown by socket symbol riDB. 
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Exercise: 

 Draw component diagram for library management system 

 Draw deployment diagram for page you are requesting from your device 

browser 

 

Purpose of component diagram: 

 Emphasize the service behavior as it relates to the interface. 

 .visualize the component of the system 

 Describe the organization and relation of components 

 

UML Diagram Classification: 

1. Static: use case diagram, class diagram 

2. Dynamic: state diagram, activity diagram, sequence diagram, 

collaboration diagram 

3. Implementation: Component and deployment diagram 
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Note: 

 For the numerical question follow the numerical question file that I have 

provided and for solution refer your class note. 

 For very short answer question, follow the short question file that I have 

provided. 

 

For any query: 

Contact on: 9841146073 or sujumanandhar73@gmail.com 

 

Note: For further material scan following QR code: 
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